This review work presents and discusses the main applications of capillary electromigration methods in food analysis and Foodomics. Papers that were published during the period February 2013-February 2015 are included following the previous review by Garcia-Cañas et al. (Electrophoresis, 2014, 35, 147-169). Analysis by CE of a large variety of food-related molecules with different chemical properties, including amino acids, hazardous amines, peptides, proteins, phenols, polyphenols, lipids, carbohydrates, DNAs, vitamins, toxins, contaminants, pesticides, residues, food additives, as well as small organic and inorganic compounds. This work includes recent results on food quality and safety, nutritional value, storage, bioactivity, as well as applications of CE for monitoring food processing. The use, among other CE developments, of microchips, CE-MS, and chiral CE in food analysis and Foodomics is also discussed.
Introduction
The development of new analytical methods and tools is crucial to assess food safety, the first step for food analysis. Detection of exogenous compounds (agrochemicals, environmental contaminants, veterinary drugs, etc.) is a major concern in food safety. Apart of the negative impact on human health, food contamination has also major economic costs. Quality and safety assessment as well as the evaluation of other biological properties of foods imply the use of robust, efficient, sensitive, and cost-effective analytical methodologies. These new analytical methods are also demanded by research laboratoires, regulatory agencies, and food companies, to corroborate the effect of diet on health. In this sense, regulatory authorities are requiring fully substantiated health claims linked to the so-called functional foods and nutraceuticals.
CE is a versatile technique that has found a huge number of applications in food analysis and Foodomics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , as can be also corroborated from the information given in Table 1 . Thus, due to its high separation efficiency, extremely small sample and reagents volume requirements, and rapid analysis, CE has demonstrated to be a very useful analytical tool in food science. In a rough classification, CE tools can be employed in two main approaches. The first one, the most common, is the use of CE for targeted analysis, which is mainly carried out for quality and safety assessments. The second approach is the use of CE for [27] Metabolomics of fermented and functional foods 2013 [28] Microchip electrophoresis for amino acid analysis 2013 [29] GMO, genetically modified organism.
profiling and/or for nontargeted analysis, which presents the potential to improve the number of analytes that can be assessed simultaneously in a single analysis. Within this context, the use of CE in Foodomics offers enormous opportunities to obtain valuable detailed information that can be directly correlated to food quality, safety, bioactivity, and other features related to food processing, storage, authenticity assessment, etc. Table 1 summarizes the main review papers published within the period covered by this work on the state of the art of capillary electrodriven techniques with regard to new developments and applications in food analysis and Foodomics [1, . As can be seen, recent advances and applications of CE-MS [6] , including chiral CE-MS [17] , and CE-MS for metabolomics [7] , as well as detection schemes for CE [8] , concentration procedures [14] , and miniaturized CE systems [10, 11, 29] have been recently reviewed. The application of CE to the analysis of biotoxins [10] , herbicides [12] , glycerophospho-and sphingolipids [15] , antibiotics [16, 18] , amino acids [19] , chiral compounds [25] , biogenic amines [26] , in different food products has been also reviewed. Also, several review papers have been published in the mentioned period focusing on the application of CE to the analysis of natural products and phytochemicals [20, 21] . It is also noteworthy the high number of review papers dealing with the application of CE in metabolomics [9, 23, 24, 28] , including the use of metabolomic approaches to study genetically modified (GM) crops [9] and fermented and functional foods [28] . Besides, new results from the application of CE in the field of Foodomics have been also reviewed in the period covered by this work [1, [22] [23] [24] . The present work describes in the following sections the different CE approaches used to detect compounds of relevance in food analysis including amino acids, biogenic, and other hazardous amines, peptides and proteins, phenols, polyphenols, lipids, carbohydrates, DNAs, vitamins, small organic and inorganic ions, toxins, contaminants, pesticides and other residues, chiral compounds and also compounds related to food processing. Moreover, in this review work, an overview of the last developments and applications of CE in Foodomics and microchip CE in food analysis and Foodomics is provided.
Amino acids, biogenic amines, and other hazardous amines
Amino acids (AAs) play important roles in the organoleptic and nutritional characteristics of foodstuffs. A series of works have reviewed the analysis of AAs in foods using CE. Mandrioli et al. covered the role of chromatography and electromigration techniques for the analysis of AAs in fruit and fruit-derived foods [30] . In another work published in 2013, methodological developments involving on-line concentration for the separation of AAs and their enantiomers using CE were reviewed including their analysis in food [31] . Dąbrowska and Starek [32] have dedicated a review work to the analysis of carnitine, a vitamin-like AAs derivative, in biological materials, foods, and dietary supplements, using a variety of analytical techniques, including chromatographic, electrophoretic, as well as MS-based approaches. Heating/cooking and/or fermentation processes can modify the quantity of existing AAs and introduce new AAs in the product. The applicability of CE for bioprocess monitoring has also been demonstrated [33] . Recently, Turkia et al. presented a MEKC method to monitoring the amino acid uptake of Saccharomyces cerevisiae during beer fermentation [34] . SDS and 18-crown-6-ether were added to the BGE to enhance the separation between AAs. LIF detection was used to improve the sensitivity of AAs that were derivatized with Oregon green TM 488 carboxylic acid, succinimidyl ester (OG-SE). The quantification limit was as low as 62.5 pM, and the OG-SE-AAs (Arg, Lys, Leu/Ile, His, Gln, Val, Phe, Thr/Asn, Pro, Ser, Gly, Glu, and Asp) were analyzed in 45 min. After the analysis of AAs in beer fermentation for both samples it was observed that the yeast utilized all AAs to some extent, and that the AAs consumption halted at the same time as glucose was consumed from the fermentation media. MEKC with two fluorescence detection systems (LED induced and laser induced) were also used for the quantification of AAs in vegetable milk obtained from of Cucurbitaceae seeds of Sub-Saharan Africa [35] . Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) was chosen in this work as a derivatizing agent. Eleven AAs (Phe, Trp, Ala, Asp, Val, Phe, Thr, Val, Trp, Ile, and Leu) were detected in the selected lyophilized milks from Cucumeropsis mannii Naudin and Citrullus lanatus. In a different work, analysis of tryptophan was used to discriminate pure fermented soy sauces, adulterated soy sauces and chemical soy sauces [36] . In that case, CE-ultra violet (UV) technique was only employed to validate the results obtained by fluorescence resonance energy transfer in a flow-injection system for the analysis of tryptophan in soy sauce. A method involving the use of ionic liquid as additive in the buffer was used for CE analysis of o-phthalaldehyde labeled AAs (OPA-AAs) [37] . Together with the ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([BMIm]BF4), other additives including SDS, ␤-cyclodextrin (␤-CD), and ACN, were included in the running buffer to increase the separation resolution. The multiple additive strategy showed good performance for either CE separation or in-capillary derivatization. In-capillary derivatization of AAs was performed by a sandwich injection of OPA reagent solution, sample, and a second injection of OPA reagent solution. The method allowed simultaneous quantification of 17 OPA-AAs with LOD down to 10 M. Finally, the proposed CE-UV method was applied to determine trace-amounts of OPA-AAs (His, Ala, Gly, Tyr, Val, Arg, Ile, Phe, Trp, Glu, and Lys) in less than 24 min in seven beer samples. In another work, analysis of 20 FITC-derivatized AAs was carried by MEEKC with LIF detection [38] . Running buffer was composed by phosphate buffer at pH 6, SDS, 1-butanol, cyclohexane, and ACN. Analysis was carried out in less than 25 min, and detection limits were in the range of 0.32-2.2 nM. The feasibility of the MEEKC-LIF method was demonstrated through the analysis of beverage and food samples. In a diferent work, CE-MS/MS was employed for the analysis of underivatized AAs to assess the quality of commercial royal jelly products (tablet, liquid drink, and raw material) as well as of honey [39] . Typical BGE containing 1 M formic acid at pH 1.8 was used for the separation of 16 AAs (Ala, Arg, Asp, Glu, Gly, His, Leu, Lys, Met, Phe, Pro, Ser, Thr, Tyr, Val, and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)) in 20 min. LODs were lower than 10.5 g/g. the CE-MS/MS method permitted discriminating between the different royal jelly products, and among the latter ones and honey.
Methionine and cysteine content were also analyzed by CE-MS in different inactive dry yeast preparations (normal and glutathione enriched) typically used in the wine industry due to their potential applications in winemaking [40] . The capabilities of CE-MS permitted also the identification for the first time of 14 sulfur-containing metabolites in the glutathione-enriched dry yeast that could be linked to the better properties of this yeast preparation.
Biogenic amines (BAs) are important nitrogen compounds that have aliphatic (putrescine, cadaverine, spermine, spermidine), aromatic (tyramine, phenylethylamine), or heterocyclic (histamine, tryptamine) structures. BAs are present in a wide range of food products and they can cause severe health problems to sensitive individuals. The presence of BAs above a certain level can be considered as indicative of undesired microbial spoilage. Moreover, BAs can also be related to fermentation processes. CE is considered as a good alternative to HPLC for the analysis of BAs in food samples [26] . However, one of the main problems that hinders the widespread application of CE is its low concentration sensitivity with some detection modes. Besides, analysis of BAs faces problems derived from the low concentration of these analytes in real food samples. In order to overcome this problem, a method based on CE with electrochemiluminescence (ECL) detection was optimized to separate and detect BAs (putrescine, histamine, tyramine, phenylethylamine, and spermidine) in oysters [41] . ECL detection was based on the luminophore tris(2,2'-bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) (Ru(bpy) 3 2+ ). Similar to electrochemical detection (ED), a certain potential is needed to oxidize Ru(bpy) 3 2+ to Ru(bpy) 3 3+ , which reacts with analytes and then produces ECL emission. The analysis of these BAs in oysters by CE-ECL was proposed as an indicator of freshness [41] . Tyramine, histamine, and phenylethylamine levels increased slightly and did not change much throughout 8 days of storage, and their levels remained below from the maximum level established by the European Union (EU) (100 mg/kg) or (Food and Drug Administration) FDA (50 mg/kg). On the other hand, the increase in the putrescine and spermidine content was considerably higher. Putrescine concentration increased from 19 mg/kg to 137 mg/kg after 8 days of storage at 4°C. Spermidine increased to 120 mg/kg under the same storage contidions.
The content of short-chain aliphatic amines is also associated to freshness of food. Recently, Xie et al. applied a MEKC method for the quantification of methylamine, ethylamine, dimethylamine, and diethylamine in a variety of aquatic products (cuttlefish, squid, shrimps, hairtail, etc.) [42] . Amines were extracted by ultrasound-assisted dispersive liquid-liquid microextraction with trichloromethane. Before MEKC-UV analysis, the aliphatic amines were derivatized with 9-fluorenyl methyl chloroformate to improve their detection sensitivity, providing LODs in the range of 0.028-0.16 mg/kg.
Peptides and proteins
The interest on the use of CE for the analysis of peptides and proteins has continued in the last years [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . Most of the methodological developments in CE for the analysis of peptides and proteins are directed to prevent their adsorption on the inner capillary wall, and to increase their sensitivity. Peptides and proteins play a major role in determining nutritional and functional properties of food products. Research on structural and physico-chemical characteristics of food peptides/proteins aimed at elucidating their function is of utmost interest and much research in this field is needed to understand their functionality in foods. Proteolysis represents one of the most important biochemical processes occurring in food processes such as cheese ripening. CE-UV has been applied to determine caseins (CNs) and peptide profiles in different cheeses (Brie, Caprino, Cheddar, Emmental, Fontina, Gorgonzola, Gouda, Grana, Padano, Maasdam, Provolone, Taleggio) [49] . It was observed that the extent of proteolysis varied greatly among cheeses and led to different degrees of CN breakdown and diverse peptide profiles in the CZE patterns. The role of peptides/proteins as physiologically active components in the diet is being increasingly acknowledged [50] . They have potential beneficial health effects such as antihypertensive, antioxidative, antiobesity, immunomodulatory, antidiabetic, hypocholesterolemic, and anticancer activities. Small peptides with biofunctional properties can be produced during gastrointestinal digestion, food processing, and microbial proteolysis of various animals and plant proteins. Milk proteins are considered one of the most important sources of bioactive peptides and there is continuous interest in the identification of bioactive peptides from milk protein hydrolysates and fermented dairy products. For instance, the presence of bioactive peptides in several commercial hypoallergenic infant milk formulas (IFs) prepared from bovine milk protein hydrolysates has been recently studied by CE-MS [51] . High resolution TOF-MS was used for molecular mass measurement and identification. Each studied IF presented a characteristic electrophoretic profile. Most identified bioactive peptides were reported as inhibitors of angiotensinconverting enzyme, however, it was observed the presence of peptide sequences with other biological activities such as antithrombotic, hypocholesterolemic, antioxidant, or antimicrobial, to mention a few.
Peptides can also contain disease-specific information, and thus changes in their expression on certain peptides or peptide patterns may be disease specific. Following this idea, CE-MS methodology has also been applied to identify peptide biomarkers of bovine mastitis [52] . This disease affects the quality of the milk through changes in its composition, and has important economic consequences for the dairy industry. Thus, after the analysis by CE-MS, the peptides in milk from healthy dairy cows were compared to those detected in milk from cows with mastitis to determine if peptide biomarkers in milk could be identified. Comparison of the peptidome between healthy and mastitic milk identified 154 peptides for a biomarker panel, which in a model for diagnosis of mastitis showed 100% sensitivity and specificity. It was observed that ␤-CN and ␣s1 CN provided the majority of peptides identified in this model. The effect of the pathogen Staphylococcus aureus during mastitis on economically important bovine milk proteins has been studied by CE-UV [53] . To accomplish this, milk content of CN ␣S1, ␣S2, , ␤A1, and ␤A2 and whey proteins ␣-lactalbumin and ␤-lactoglobulin were analyzed and compared with the bacteria-free control milk. It was observed that S. aureus significantly lowered concentration of ␣(S1)-CN, ␤(A1)-CN, and ␤(A2)-CN. Moreover, S. aureus also hydrolyzed -CN into para--CN, with significant reduction of -CN.
Technological properties of milk are determined by a variety of factors. Among them, protein (␣-CN, ␤-CN, -CN, and ␤-LG) genetic variants influence cheese-yielding capacity, coagulation properties, etc. In this sense, Meza-Nieto et al. studied the effect of the addition to skim milk of different levels of variants A and B of ␤-lactoglobulin (␤-LG) on cheese yield [54] . For that purpose, CE-UV was applied for determining ␤-LG A or B recovery in the curd during rennet-induced coagulation. The presence of ␤-LG variant B resulted in a significantly higher actual and dried mass cheese yield than when A or A-B were present at levels ࣘ0.675% of whey protein addition.
Apart of the functional properties of proteins in food processing, they have important impact on the nutritional quality. In this sense, storage proteins in cereal seeds will influence the utilization of the grain in food processing and will have direct impact on the nutritional quality of cereals. CE-UV has been proposed as an efficient alternative to SDS-PAGE for fast and more accurate characterization of storage proteins of rye [55] . These storage proteins of rye, usually termed secalins, have a high nutritional quality and their accurate characterization will enable the development of new genotypes with desirable properties. In particular, high-molecular-weight secalin subunits (HMW-SS) were characterized by CE-UV. The HMW-SS fraction was characterized in an uncoated fusedsilica capillary using an isoelectric iminodiacetic buffer in combination with poly(ethylene oxide), lauryl sulfobetaine, and ACN as the separation buffer. Under these conditions, all rye HMW-SS isoforms were separated, and considerable variations in the subunit patterns were observed in the different rye cultivars analyzed. In a different work, glutelin, the major seed storage protein of rice, was analyzed by CE, which allowed the separation of multiple polymeric and monomeric subunits [56] .
Capillary isoelectric focusing (cIEF) is also an interesting alternative to CZE for peptide/protein separation [57] . In any event, cIEF is characterized by high resolution, peak capacity, and concentration capacity. The generation of the pH gradients is usually carried out with carrier ampholytes (CAs), however, the main drawback of cIEF with CAs is its inability to form a stable pH gradient. Profiling and comparison of various commercial ovalbumin products with potential allergenicity was accomplished in two-step cIEF [58] . Lysozyme is another potential allergenic agent, and thus, it has to be declared according to the allergen labeling instructions of EU and FDA. Recently, a CE-MS method has been developed for detecting preservative lysozyme in cheese [59] . Polyacrylamide-coated fused silica capillary was used to prevent electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions of the proteins with the capillary wall. The method was suitable for the quantification of lysozyme in cheese in less than 15 min., reaching a LOD of 3.6 mg of lysozyme per 1 kg of cheese. The concentration range of the lysozyme determined in four different cheese samples (Edam, Parmesan, Gouda and a "mixture of natural cheeses") was from 0.5 to 3.3 g of lysozyme per kg. Analysis of other allergens such as ␤-lactoglobulin in food products for infants has also been accomplished by CE-LIF [60] .
Analyses of protein profiles by CZE-UV have been used to predict the cultivar of olive leaves and pulps [61] . Each protein profile was acquired in less than 15 min. with good reproducibilities; and the normalized protein peak areas were employed as predictors to construct linear discriminant analysis models (Fig. 1) . Both olive leaf and pulp samples belonging to nine cultivars from different Spanish regions were correctly classified, indicating that protein profiles are characteristic of each cultivar.
Phenols and polyphenols
At present, numerous natural dietary constituents are under scrutiny such as phenolic compounds, due to their promising anticancer, antimicrobial, and free-radical scavenging and antiinflamatory properties [62] . From a broad point of view, the family of phenolic compounds encompasses phenols, benzoic acid, cinnamic acid, coumarins, tannins, lignins, lignans, and flavonoids. Vegetables, spices, and fruits are natural sources of phenolic compounds. These chemical species have been associated with the beneficial effects derived from several foodstuffs, with special emphasis on foods from the Mediterranean diet such as wine, olive oil, fruits, etc. For instance, moderate consumption of wine has been associated with health benefits related in part to the presence of phenolic compounds [63] . Wine has been deeply investigated in several works due to previously reported beneficial effects on cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, osteoporosis, maybe neurological diseases, and longevity [64] . However, wine is a complex matrix influenced by a number of factors, such as grape variety, ripeness of the grapes, environmental conditions, winemaking process, among others. Thus, scientific community is increasingly interested in the knowledge of precise chemical characterization of wines. For that purpose, CE has emerged as a very powerful tool for characterization of wines [65] . Most of wine benefits on health have been associated with its antioxidant activity, which is mainly ascribed to its phenolic content [66] . For this reason, phenolic compounds are subject of intense research. In this line, polyphenol profiles of Spanish wines were obtained using CZE-DAD [67] . The developed analytical method was able to determine 20 polyphenols in wine in less than 25 min using 30 mM sodium tretraborate buffer solution at pH 9.2 with 5% isopropanol as BGE. That methodology was applied for the analysis of 102 wines and data were submitted to statistical analysis. Differences in phenolic content depending on the region were found and characteristic compounds were associated with the regions studied. Namely tyrosol and gallic acid were at higher levels in Catalunya wines, p-coumaric, and caffeic acids were characteristic from La Rioja wines, and protocatechuic was more specific of Castilla La Mancha wines. Also, a CZE-DAD method was used for Brazilian wines characterization [68] , optimizing the method for the analysis of syringic acid, kaempferol, myricetin, quercetin, caffeic acid, and gallic acid in six red wines. For that purpose, wines were submitted to liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) and filtration before analysis. Concentrations for target compounds were in agreement with data previously reported.
CE detection often relies on UV spectroscopy using diode array devices, but other techniques, such as amperometric detection (AD), have also been found to be very useful for the analysis of wines [69] . For ED, 1 mm diameter glassy carbon electrodes were used. A total of 14 white wines made of verdejo or airén grapes from four different origin denominations were analyzed using 200 mM borate buffer at pH 9.4 with 10% v/v methanol as BGE at 27.5 kV. After principal component analysis (PCA), major differences were found in six compounds mainly attributed to grape variety.
Other typical foodstuff from the Mediterranean diet that has generated much interest due to its beneficial effects on health is virgin olive oil. Virgin olive oil is obtained exclusively by mechanical extraction of olive fruit (Olea europea) and the beneficial effects on human health are well known. Although phenolic acids are present in minor quantity in olive oil compared to fatty acids, they are particularly involved in the antioxidant properties of this oil. In this line, a liquidliquid microextraction combined with CZE was used for the determination of caffeic acid, gallic acid, vanillic acid, syringic acid, cinnamic acid, p-coumaric acid, oleuropein, apigenin, luteolin, 3-hydroxytyrosol, and tyrosol, in virgin olive oil [70] . A dispersive liquid-liquid microextraction (DLLME) was used to enhance sensitivity. For that purpose, boric acid was used for extraction of analytes from olive oil and carbon tetrachloride was added as dispersive solvent. Before sample injection, a plug of water was injected for on-line preconcentration as stacking step and compounds were separated using 30 mM boric acid at pH 9.5. The methodology permitted the selective determination of phenolic compounds in virgin olive oil with adequate RSD and suitable sensitivities with respect to their levels present in olive oil. Later, the same research group aimed to correlate the phenolic profile with the antioxidant capacity of monovarietal olive oils, namely, Arauco, Arbequina, Farga, and Empeltre [71] . Fifteen compounds were simultaneously determined including tyrosol, vinylphenol, oleuropein, hydroxytyrosol, rutin, catechin, naringenin, cinnamic acid, chlorogenic acid, syringic acid, luteolin, apigenin, vanillin acid, quercetin, and caffeic acid. In that work, single molecules and classes of molecules were quantified by SPE-CZE. Those results were compared with the corresponding Folin-Ciocalteu results, and antioxidant capacity using three different tests. As a conclusion, Arauco olive oil was observed to possess the highest antioxidant activity related to its free-radical scavenging properties and potentially related to its higher phenolic compounds levels. In another work, a CE-DAD was optimized for the determination of phenolic compounds but only four out of 17 could be quantified in the 17 oil samples [72] . Namely, quantification of tyrosol, (+)-pinoresinol, hydroxytyrosol and luteolin in virgin olive oil from Brazil was carried out using 101.3 mM boric acid (pH 9.15) as BGE at 30 kV. The phenolic compounds showed high variation depending on the different varieties and crop years. However, olive oils and other nonaqueous matrix present the limitation of tedious, complex, and time consuming procedures for the extraction of the phenolic compounds (generally including SPE and LLE procedures). In this regard, the pretreatment of the sample can be significantly simplified if nonaqueous CE is used. In this sense, nonaqueous capillary electrophoresis (NACE)-UV has been used for the determination of phenolic compounds in extra virgin olive oil [73] . NACE was combined with a second-order chemometric method to enhance the resolution and separation of the analytes, namely a multivariate curve resolution-alternating least-squares algorithm. Using 18 mM KOH and 25 mM boric acid in 1-propanol-methanol (74:26, v/v) as BGE, all the analytes were negatively charged and migrated against the EOF toward the anode in a maximum time of 12 min. Thus coumaric acid, caffeic acid, ferulic acid, 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid, vanillic acid, and 4-hydroxyphenylacetic acid in olive oil could be analyzed in a short-analysis time. Also, a NACE method was developed for the separation of phenolic compounds in other olive oil samples [74, 75] . For that purpose, UV-visible and fluorescence detection were used. All analytes passed firstly through the UV detector and then through the fluorescence detector in a maximum time of 25 min. The developed method permitted the detection of cinnamic acid, vanillic acid, o-coumaric acid, and tyrosol, among other phenolic compounds, in extra virgin olive oil samples.
One of the main pathogens that infect olive trees is included in genus Phytophthora and is responsible of significant losses in olives and oil production. Polyphenol composition of four different plant extracts from Thymus vulgaris, Origanum vulgare, Matricaria recutita, and Larrea divaricate was studied in order to correlate their composition with the inhibition of the disease and to determine the antimicrobial capacity of each individual phenolic compound against Phytophthora spp. [76] . Thus, a SPE followed by a CZE method using 30 mM boric acid buffer at pH 9.50 was applied to all extracts. Under optimal conditions, the determination of catechin, naringenin, cinnamic acid, syringic acid, chlorogenic acid, apigenin, vanillic acid, luteolin, quercetin, and caffeic acid was achieved in the plant extracts. As a result, Larrea divaricate and Origanum vulgare extracts were the most effective extracts against the pathogen. In addition cinnamic acid and naringenin were the two compounds that showed more antimicrobial effect by a solid agar bioassay. Extracts from Rosmarinus officinalis and Melissa officinalis have been later characterized by using a CE-MS method [77] . In that work, the two major components observed in the rosemary extract were carnosic acid (CA) and rosmarinic acid while for Melissa officinalis extracts the major compound was rosmarinic acid. A total of 15 and 13 phenolic compounds could be determined by CE-MS in rosemary and Melissa extracts, respectively.
Salvia miltiorrhiza is a shade-growing flowering plant from the genus Salvia. The root of this plant has been authorized to be food supplement by the European Comission. Namely, the dried root and rhizome of Salvia miltiorrhiza, also known as Danshen, has reported beneficial effects on cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases [78] . In this regard Cao et al. [79] developed a CE method using as BGE 20 mM sodium tetraborate adjusted to pH 9.0 with 12 mM ␤-CD as modifier for the separation of seven phenolic acids in Danshen. Good repeatability and high separation efficiency were achieved for the phenolic acids determined. To validate the analytical method developed, seven Salvia plants from four different origins were analyzed. Concentration of protocatechuic aldehyde, savianolic acid (A, B, and C), rosmarinic acid, danshensu, and protocatechuic acid were determined showing differences in the phenolic acid content among plants analyzed.
As stated before for the wine composition, plant growth, environment, and other factors are critical for phenolic compounds content in plants. Given the potential benefits to health of phenolic compounds, the determination of the maximum content of these species is of major interest. In this regard, results from CE and LC-based analytical methods were combined to determine the optimum growth period for accumulating the most abundant functional phenols in germinated buckwheat that were soaked in darkness and buckwheat sprouts cultivated by hydroponic culture [80] . In that work, CE-UV analysis was conducted using 50 mM boric acid buffer containing 0.1 M SDS (pH 9.0) as BGE and monitoring the signal at 280 nm. The highest amounts of isoorientin, orientin, isovitexin, and vitexin were measured at day 3, with the exception of rutin that rapidly increased to 109.0 mg/ 100 g fresh mass until day 6. According to the obtained results, buckwheat sprouts cultivated by hydroponic culture for 6 days could be a good dietary source of phenols.
Polyphenol profiles have also been applied for the evaluation of antioxidant potential and authentication of fruit products [81] . Authentication of fruit products was carried out combining CZE and LC techniques. Samples under study included fruits (cranberry, blueberry, grapes, and raisins), fruit-based products (grape-juice and cranberry-juice), and commercial cranberry-based products (pharmaceutical natural extracts, powder capsules, syrup, and sachets) [82] . After data analysis using Matlab, the resultant PCA showed a clear clustering according to the fruit origin as can be observed in Fig. 2 . Moreover, one sample was suspected to be an adulteration using the proposed LC and CE methods. Confirmation of that adulteration was performed via high resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) analysis where a lack of A-type proanthocyanidin compounds was observed, confirming that the suspicious sample was not mainly cranberry-based extract as it was labeled.
In addition, phenolic profiles can be useful not only for authentication or adulteration issues but to distinguish among varieties within the same fruit specie. In line with this, phenolic acids were determined and quantified in 13 varieties of avocado fruits at two ripening stages [83] . CE-UV using 40 mM sodium tetraborate at pH 9.4 as BGE permitted the quantification from 8 to 14 compounds in avocado samples depending on the variety. Phenolic profiles were found to be characteristic from each variety. For instance, gallic acid was only found in Sir Prize variety and trans-cinnamic, m-coumaric, benzoic, ␥ -resorcylic, p-coumaric, and protocatechuic acids were detected in the ten genetically related samples out of the total 13 varieties analyzed.
Isoflavones are phenolic compounds with potential antioxidant activity and investigation on their health benefits is of interest. In this regard, a CE-MS method has been also developed for the analysis of isoflavones in soy drink [84] . Apigenin was added as internal standard during sample preparation through ethanol extraction and then an exhaustive CE-MS method optimization was carried out for the separation and analysis of six isoflavones, i.e. daidzin, genistin, biochanin A, formononetin, daidzein, and genistein. The phenolic compounds were separated as anions in positive CE mode and ionized in the positive ion mode. Finally, the developed method was successfully applied to four soy drinks.
Although LLE and SPE are by far the most common techniques for sample preparation of phenolic compounds prior to CE analysis, alternative procedures have also been employed. For example, a combination of CE-DAD preceded by a bar adsorptive microextraction coated with a mixed-mode anion exchange/reverse phase followed by liquid desorption, was used to determine phenolic compounds in food matrices [85] . The CE separation was performed following a voltage gradient varying from 25 kV to 13 kV showing acceptable reproducibility (RSD Ͻ 15%) and suitable LODs (18.0-85.0 g/L). To validate the methodology it was effectively applied to green tea, red fruit juice, and honey. Authors claimed that the new methodology is easy to implement, reliable, and sensitive.
Even in minor quantities, phenolic compounds have been reported as one of the groups of substances whose composition in flower nectar is crucial for insect preferences [86] . To deepen in that intriguing issue, CZE-UV method has been developed for the analysis of 4-vinylphenol, catechin, naringenin, rutin, cinnamic acid, syringic acid, chlorogenic acid, apigenin, vanillic acid, luteolin, quercetin, and caffeic acid in onion nectar [87] . Onion nectar was obtained in blossom from an open pollinated onion cultivar and three male sterile lines. The phenolic fraction was isolated by means of SPE and the methanol-based eluted fraction was directly injected in CE. Phenolic compounds could be baseline separated at 25 kV using 30 mM boric acid (pH 9.5) as BGE within 8 min. Marked differences in phenolic profiles of male sterile and open pollinated lines were observed pointing out a potential factor that affect onion pollination.
Among all the bioactive constituents present in plants, flavonoids play an important role in human health and are one of the main group of compounds responsible for the antioxidant activity of berries. Among flavonoids, catechins have been poorly reported in berries and the quantitative determination of catechins monomer levels may help to establish a relationship between secondary metabolites and their effects on human health. In this regard, Piovezan et al. [88] developed a MEKC method to determine and characterize-free catechins in fresh fruits of blackberry (Rubus fruticosus) during the annual production period [88] . After a methanol-based solid-liquid extraction of the raw sample content, flavonoids were purified by means of hydrochloric acid and diethyl ether addition. Then, the CE method was developed for the separation of catechins that are present in minor quantities in the fruits. An optimum BGE composition of 30 mM phosphoric acid, 40 mM SDS, and 0.1% triethylamine at pH 2.3 was used for the analysis operating in reverse polarity (-15 kV). Epicatechins were successfully determined in blackberry for the first time applying the methodology developed in that work. In addition, the annual average temperature was observed as strong factor of influence on the epicatechin levels in blackberries. Flavonoids have been also investigated in food supplements [89] . For that purpose, the tablets or the contents of the capsules were weighed, homogenized, and subjected to extraction with DMSO in ultrasonic bath for 15 min. Citric flavonoids (hesperidin, diosmin, rutin, and troxerutin) together with ascorbic acid were determined by CZE adding cinnamic acid as internal standard. The method applied showed RSD values lower than 4.5% for all analyzed molecules. More recently, flavonoids of the Chrysanthemum morifolium Ramat plant were under scrutiny [90] . This plant possesses antimicrobial, antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral, and anti-inflammatory activities partially due to its flavonoid content. With the aim to extract the flavonoid content of Chrysanthemum, a matrix solid-phase dispersion procedure was carried out before CZE analysis. A complex BGE was used for the separation of flavonoids consisting of potassium dihydrogenphosphate, borate, hydroxypropyl-␤-cyclodextrin, and ACN. As a result, eight flavonoids could be determined, namely, kaempferol, apigenin, naringenin, (+)-catechin hydrate, rutin hydrate, quercetin, luteolin, and ferulic acid. Flavonoids were also investigated in Brassica oleracea (broccoli) by CE-UV [91] . Kaempferol and quercetin are the main flavonols in broccoli, and they were extracted from the raw plant and concentrated via large volume sample stacking (LVSS) before CE analysis. Results were compared with those obtained by HPLC showing a good agreement in kaempferol and quercetin relative concentrations.
As can be observed, due to their high hydrocarbon content, organic solvent extraction has been the main method to extract phenolic compounds [92] . However, in order to evaluate the actual properties of the ingestion of tea water infusion, Liu et al. [93] developed a MEKC-UV method for the determination of seven catechins and one xanthine (caffeine) in water infusion of green tea. Two infusion temperatures (95º and 80º) during different times as well as several types of water of infusion (tap water, deionized water, spring water, reverse osmosis water, and distilled water) were tested in order to see the extent of these factors on catechin profiles variation. A solution consisting of 10 mM sodium tetraborate, 4 mM sodium phosphate and 25 mM SDS (pH 7) used as BGE permitted the separation of the major tea infusion compounds within 15 min. Infusion at 95°C for 10 min presented upper values of catechins than infusion at 80°C. In addition, other differences were also found depending on the water of infusion. Thus, epimerization of catechins was more frequently observed in infusion brewed in tap water than in other types of water probably due to its higher ions content compared with the other water types tested.
Lipids
Lipids are hydrophobic or amphiphilic molecules with vital functions to human health such as energy provision and storage, structural components of cellular membranes and cell signaling. Lipid categories include fatty acids, steroids, glycerophospholipids, and sphingolipids among others. NACE-ESI-IT/MS has been applied for the determination of glycerophopholipid profiles in olive fruit and olive oil [94] . Olive fruit samples analyzed in that work were Arbequina (from two Spanish regions), Empeltre, and Lechín de Sevilla. In addition a monovarietal extra virgin olive oil from Arbequina variety was also included in the study. Best separation efficiency within less than 14 min analysis time was achieved using 100 mM ammonium acetate in 60:40 v/v methanol/ACN with 0.5% acetic acid as BGE, applying 25 kV. As a result phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine, lysophosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylinositol, phosphatidic acid, lysophosphatidic acid, and phosphatidylglycerol were detected in olive fruit. Differences in the relative abundance of the glycerophospholipid profiles were observed depending on the botanical and geographical origin of the olive fruits analyzed. In olive oil, five glycerophospholipids were observed, namely lysophosphatidic acid, phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine, lysophosphatidylethanolamine, and phosphatidylglycerol.
Steroid hydrosolubility is even lower than for glycerophospholipids and in addition they are hardly ionized. For these reasons, modification of the target molecules or the electrolyte solutions is required when using CE methods for the analysis of steroids. Particularly, MEKC technique has been successfully applied in steroid studies. In this regard, a MEKC method was developed for the analysis of steroids in vegetable oils [95] . For that purpose, microemulsion phases of colza oil, olive oil, linseed oil, and walnut oil were prepared by adding ß90% of 10 mM sodium tetraborate (pH 9.2), 3.3% SDS, and 6% of 1-butanol to oils. Steroids were separated based on their hydrophobicity being the hydrocortisone the fastest compound in the microemulsion. Applying the methodology developed, hydrocortisone, androstenedione, 17-␣-hydroxyprogesterone, testosterone, 17-␣-methyltestosterone, and progesterone could be separated in oil samples.
Fatty acids (FAs) are important lipid molecules used for energy production through ␤-oxidation or deposited in lipid droplets in the form of triglycerides as energy reservoir. The traditional method more widely used for the analysis of FAs is gas chromatography coupled with flame ionization detection (GC-FID). However, CE has already demonstrated to be a very useful analytical technique for the screening and quantification of FAs in food matrices [96] . In fact, CE presents inherent advantages over GC-FID as low cost, short-analysis time, high throughput, and simple sample preparation. In addition, contrarily to GC-FID, CE permits the separation of cis-trans isomers without the use of specific columns. FAs content in oils is of particular importance because it affects the flavor quality of the oil. On the other hand, due to FA instability a high concentration of FA can cause oil rancidity and formation of peroxides, which are noxious to human health. In this context, a CE method for FA determination in soybean oil, sunflower seed oil, and maize oil was developed [97] . Another innovative analytical approach for the analysis of FAs was developed by Buglione et al. [98] . A total of 12 FAs could be separated using a NACE method with LOD of 0.5 M for all FAs determined. Optimal conditions included a polyvinyl alcohol-coated capillary for suppression of the EOF and to increase reproducibility together with the use of 10 mM deoxycholic acid in methanol as BGE. Validation of the method was achieved through the analysis of commercial sunflower oil, a commercial olive oil, and a homemade olive oil. More recently, several vegetable oils were also evaluated in terms of their FAs content [99] . That approach could be suitable to detect possible fraudulent extra virgin olive oils related to the different acidity expressed in relation with their oleic acid content.
Although oleic acid is the major component of olive oil it is present in other oils such as soybean oil. A fast and direct quantification method for the determination of that monounsaturated omega-9 fatty acid in soybean oil was developed [100] . For that purpose, a NACE method with capacitively coupled contactless conductivity detection was applied using methanol-propanol (1:6, v/v) with 0.04 M KOH and 10% ethylene glycol as BGE. That method enabled oleic acid determination without any sample treatment and authors state its usefulness for fraud detection.
Oleic acid is the major FA of pequi fruit (Caryocar brasiliense Camb.), a popular Brazilian fruit with high lipid content. FA profiles of pequi fruit have been investigated by CE [101] . Following the developed method, stearic (C18:0), oleic (C18:19c), palmitic (C16:0), linoleic (C18:2cc), and linolenic (C18:3) acids were separated and their levels were compared with the official GC method for these FAs determination. As a quality indicator of the method, no significant differences were observed between CE and GC methods; and CE method permitted the analysis of the samples without derivatization and lipid fractionation, which are required in the classical GC method.
Polyunsaturated FAs omega-3 and omega-6 are involved in regulation of blood pressure and inflammatory responses among other physiological functions and have been largely investigated for their potential benefits against diseases such as diabetes or cancer. Interestingly the ratio between omega-3 and omega-6 seems to be critical related to various disorders. In fact several chronic diseases decrease with lower omega-6 FAs intake and higher omega-3 FAs intake being the optimum omega-6/omega-3 ratio from 1:1 to 4:1 depending on the disease under consideration [102] . Given their importance, their analysis in foodstuff is of great relevance. In this sense, omega-3 and omega-6 FAs have been determined in flax seed and oils (e.g. in a combination of flax seed oil, sunflower seed oil, sesame seed oil, rice oil, oat germ oil, coconut oil, and primrose oil) and a selection of grass-fed and grain-fed beef muscle samples by CZE-UV [103] . Using 40 mM borate buffer (pH 9.5) with 50 mM SDS, 10 mM ␤-CD, and 10% ACN separation of 15 polyunsaturated omega-3 and -6 FAs including ␣-linolenic acid, ␥ -linolenic acid, eicosapentaenoic acid, docosapentaenoic acid, and arachidonic acid among others, could be separated. Authors state that this method is comparable to the standard GC method for the analysis of omega-3 and-6 FAs.
Different isomers for the double bonds of FAs from the same hydrocarbon chain conform the cis and trans fatty acids. Depending on that fact, FAs may have very different effects on human health. Although some trans FAs are associated with industrial processes and are considered harmful to health, others are formed by biohydrogenation in ruminants such as vaccecin and conjugated linolenic acids, with reported beneficial effects (i.e. tumor growth regulation) [104] . Methods for the determination of cis-and trans-FAs are an increasing demand due to the above-mentioned health concerns and because of the requirements of the governmental health agencies. In this line, a quantitative method for the analysis of C18:0, C18:1 9t, C18:19c, C16:0, C18:2cc, and 18:3 ccc that constitute the most common cis-trans long chain FA has been developed by means of CE [105] . Optimum BGE consisted of 15 mM of NaH 2 PO 4 /Na 2 HPO 4 (pH 6.86), 4 mM sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate, 8.3 mM Brij 35 and 45% v/v of ACN, and 2.1% v/v of 1-octanol. The method parameters were validated in real samples of olive oil, soy oil, hydrogenated vegetable fat, butter, margarine, filled cookie, and bovine liver. Finally, levels of FAs were compared to the ones obtained by the official GC method and no significant differences were detected, confirming the suitability of the new methodology. Another CE method has been developed for the analysis of cis/trans long chain FAs [106] . Namely, lauric, myristic, tridecanoic (internal standard), pentadecanoic, palmitic, stearic, oleic, elaidic, linoleic, linolenic, and arachidic acids were separated showing values for intraand interday RSD for migration times and peak areas lower than 9.7%. The method was further validated in margarine samples.
Vitamins included in lipid family are A, D, E, and K. They present an isoprene-based structure and are essential nutrients for humans found in a variety of foods such as carrots (rich in vitamin A), oily fish (vitamin D), spinach (vitamin E), and basil (vitamin K) to show some examples. Tocopherol (␣, ␤, ␥ , and ␦-tocopherols) or vitamin E presents antioxidant properties and edible oils are one of the natural sources where it can be found. For this reason, a NACE method using fluorescence detection was developed for the analysis of tocopherol in olive oil, sunflower oil, and maize-germ oil [107] . Prior to their analysis, samples were submitted to SPE with a silica cartridge. Optimum BGE composition was 12 mM borate buffer (3 mM sodium tetraborate), 60 mM sodium cholate, and 12 mM sodium hydroxide in methanol. Tocopherols levels in oil samples were compared with those obtained with the common LC method showing comparable results.
Some of the most important natural plant pigments to confer attractive colors to food ingredients include carotenoids, anthocyanins, and betalains. Pigments can be classified by their origin as natural or synthetic (synthetic pigments are included in "Food Additives" section). Among the natural pigments crocins are found in saffron. Crocins are hydrosoluble carotenoids composed of glycosides of aglycon crocetin. These compounds together with other typical saffron compounds have been analyzed by means of MEKC method in order to develop a simple procedure of quality screening [108] . The optimized BGE (20 mM disodium phosphate, 5 mM sodium tetraborate, and 100 mM SDS at pH 9.5) permitted the determination in saffron of two crocins, namely, picrocin that confers bitter taste to saffron, and safranal that is responsible of color.
Carbohydrates
Human diet is rich in carbohydrates because these molecules are the main source of energy and carbon of the body, providing from 40 to 80% of the total energy requirements. Attending to their molecular subunits there are four groups of carbohydrates, namely monosaccharides, disaccharides, oligosaccharides, and polysaccharides. CE has proven to be a powerful separation technique for the separation and analysis from small mono-and disaccharides to complex oligoand polysaccharides [109] . Analysis of sucrose, D-lactose, D-fructose, D-ribose, and D-glucose was performed using a 10 cm long quartz capillary (10 m i.d.) with an effective length of 4 cm and 75 mM NaOH as BGE in a homemade instrument [110] . All the carbohydrates were analyzed in less than 1 min. The developed method was then applied to four energy drinks and levels of sugars were compared to their declared content in sugar. Methods like the one previously described, are important to control food quality because saccharide contents in drinks and foodstuff are regulated and have to be declared. Since maple syrup is prone to adulteration with less expensive sugars (i.e. corn syrup), saccharide content from maple syrup was investigated through CE-UV with borate complexation [111] . After derivatization with 1-phenyl-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone (PMP), nine monosaccharides, and five disaccharides were separated using 200 mM borate buffer at pH 10.5 as BGE. Among all saccharides, it was observed that the main components of maple syrup and maple sugar were sucrose, glucose, and mannose. Due to economic value of fruit juices, they are also prone to adulteration by dilution with water and addition of sugars or of pulp wash, or even through mixture with cheaper fruit juices. In this regard, a CZE-UV method was developed for the differentiation of juices and blends based on their saccharides content [112] . More than 50 samples including juices from apple, grape, mandarin, orange, pineapple, and nectar from orange, pineapple as well as multifruit juices were studied in that work. In addition, mixtures with different percentages of pineapple-grape and orange-grape juices were also analyzed to detect possible blends of fruit juices. Analytes were separated using 10 mM 2,6-pyridine dicarboxylic acid and 0.5 mM cetyltrimethylammonium bromide at pH 12.1. Juices and blends could be correctly classified based on their saccharides content and adulteration could be predicted by means of linear discriminant analysis and multiple linear regression. In addition to the importance to detect adulterations, sugar content has a relevant influence on organoleptic quality of foodstuffs. To deepen in this aspect, levels of fructose, glucose, and sucrose of seven vegetables and fruits were analyzed by CZE [113] . Namely, tomato (Solanum lycopersicon L.), pepper (Capsicum annuum L.), muskmelon (Cucumis melo L.), watermelon (Citrullus lanatus (Thunb.) Matsum. & Nakai), winter squash (Cucurbita moschata Duschene), and orange (Citrus sinensis (L.) Osbeck) were selected for their importance in the agricultural market. Analytes were separated using a BGE composed of 20 mM 2,6-pyridine dicarboxylic acid (pH 12.1) and 0.1% hexadimethrine bromide. It was observed that SDS rinsing avoided the loss of reproducibility after several injections. As a result, levels of the three saccharides were quantified in all samples. Same saccharides were determined in seven honey samples [114] . The quantitative results revealed that fructose was the major sugar in honey samples (33.65-45.46 g /100 g) followed by glucose (22.34-35.39 g/100 g). This method also allowed the determination of sucrose, which is useful in the detection of possible adulterations by the addition of syrups. Quantitative determination of saccharides was also performed in 13 commercial breakfast cereals [115] . A disodium hydrogen phosphate-based buffer permitted the determination of sucrose, maltose, glucose, and fructose by CZE with direct UV detection. It was observed that sucrose was the principal sugar of all samples analyzed. Another CE-DAD method was developed for the analysis of fructose, glucose, lactose, and sucrose in red wine and apple juice [116] . Levels of 335 mM fructose, 98 mM glucose, and 53 mM sucrose were found in apple juice in agreement with the bottle label. In addition, fructose and glucose were detected at 2.1 and 1.4 mM respectively, in the red wine samples. Similarly a CE-UV analytical approach was employed for the analysis of sorghum juices from 109 varieties [117] . Correlation between different saccharides and total saccharide content with brix values was carried out. As a result, it was observed that brix value was proportional to the total saccharide content corroborating its previous acceptance as indicator of total sugar content. In addition, sucrose was near 75% of the total sugar content in varieties with high brix values. Saccharides in milk and beer have also been analyzed applying CZE [118] . A CZE method was developed for the separation of 13 free monosaccharides and disaccharides, including a set of stereoisomers of aldopentose and aldohexose. For that purpose, derivatization with PMP was performed prior analysis. CZE-UV separation was achieved using 175 mM borate (pH 11.0) with 4% methanol as BGE. Maltose and glucose could be quantified in beer samples while maltose, lactose and glucose were determined in milk. Same analytical approach was carried out to determine the monosaccharide composition of fucoidan from Saccharina japonica, an important food from Japan [119] . After sample hydrolysis and prior analysis by CZE, derivatization with PMP was performed. It was observed that all of the fucoidans consisted of xylose, rhamnose, fucose, mannose, galactose, and glucuronic acid.
Milk is a very complex matrix and contains approximately 4.9% of carbohydrates, predominantly the disaccharide lactose. Especial attention has been paid to oligosaccharides found in milk, particularly, due to their bioactive effects on the gastrointestinal and immune systems including prebiotic and anti-infective functions [120, 121] . Caprine milk has a high level of oligosaccharides with similar profiles to human milk and has been reported to contain up to five times more oligosaccharides than bovine milk. A CE method has been applied to caprine whey as it has been postulated as a potential source of oligosaccharides [122] . A two-stage separation process for the caprine whey was carried out prior analysis. Separation was performed in a 75 mM borate electrolyte solution at 10 kV. The results showed that the whey separation process between lactose and oligosaccharides was effective achieving near 90% of carbohydrates recovered. Investigation of human milk composition, and especially characterization of some oligosaccharides probed as important dietary factors during the early life, is also being investigated. For this reason, different groups have developed CE methods for the analysis of oligosaccharides in human milk [123, 124] . In this line, a capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE method with LIF detection was developed aiming to correlate lactation time course and oligosaccharides content [124] . First, samples were treated and fluorescent labeled using reductive amination. Then, a method for the analysis of oligosaccharides was developed. Optimum separation was performed for 130 min at 15 kV. Moreover a database containing migration times and oligosaccharides found in human milk was generated. Finally, the method was applied to real samples and the oligosaccharides were identified. As a result, the individual changes within the oligosaccharide composition could be examined during the lactation time course [124] . In a more recent work, oligosaccharides from human milk have been also investigated [123, 124] . In that work, 17 neutral and acidic human milk oligosaccharides derivatized with 2-aminoacridone were analyzed using high-voltage CE separation with UV detection and 300 mM sodium borate at pH 10.5 containing 20% methanol as BGE. As a result, saccharides composition of the milk samples obtained using CE were found to be in agreement with previously published data achieved using HPLC-MS and anion-exchange chromatography-pulsed amperometry detector.
Polysaccharide molecules are complex linear or branched chains composed of monosaccharide units. Their compositional analysis generally encompasses a prior hydrolysis into their monosaccharide units. Determination of polysaccharides in asparagus (Asparagus officinalis Linn.) was done by CE-AD after their hydrolysis with 1 M sulfuric acid in boiling water [125] . As a result, fucose, galactose, glucose, rhamnose, arabinose, fructose, and xylose were determined in the asparagus samples. More recently, hydrolysis of polysaccharides of edible mushrooms (Termitomyces albuminosus and Panus giganteus) was performed with 2 M TFA [126] . After hydrolysis with TFA, PMP derivatization was carried out and xylose, arabinose, glucose, mannose, and glucuronic acid were quantified in the two species of mushrooms analyzed by CZE [126] .
DNAs
Over the last few years, novel DNA-sequencing approaches, known as next-generation sequencing (NGS), are emerging with cutting-edge applications in food science [127] . Despite the high-throughput capabilities of the NGS instruments for nucleic acids analysis, the technology is still evolving and remains inaccessible to many laboratories. In consequence, CE is still the method of choice in many food applications for DNA analysis. It is interesting to note that, in the period covered by the present review, most of de published CE methods for DNA analysis have been aimed at assessing food authenticity [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] and traceability [135] .
In this area, the use of commercial microfluidic CE instruments to the analysis of genetic markers has notably increased. Commercial miniaturized CGE solutions offer many advantages such as simplicity and speed of analysis. For instance, Garino et al. [128] developed a method to distinguish seven pure Italian rice varieties from imported blends. In this case, the genetic markers of choice were classical short-tandem repeats polymorphisms that were amplified by PCR and separated and detected using the Agilent Lab-ona-chip R technology with a new postanalysis statistical processing method. This procedure allowed the generation of genetic distances between the samples under study, clustering the locally cultivated Italian rice varieties separately from other foreign cultivars. In addition to the authentication of pure rice samples, the proposed method enabled the identification of artificial blends, which suggests the good possibilities of the method for rice testing. In a different approach, Spaniolas et al. [129] compared the performance of the Lab-on-a-chip R microfluidic system applied to the detection of PCR-RFLP in coffee varieties with two SNP-based diagnostic assays, namely, single-base primer extension coupled to CGE-LIF analysis and pyrosequencing. The results of the study indicated that single-base primer extension-CGE-LIF provided the best sensitivity, whereas pyrosequencing revealed the best linearity. In contrast to the other two methods, based on SNPs, authors stated that although the PCR-RFLPLab-on-a-chip R method performed well, the application of this strategy is limited to the presence/absence of a restriction site. Using commercial QIAGEN QIAxcell CGE microfluidic system, Barakat et al. [130] developed a procedure for detection of pork adulteration in sausages. Authors optimized various porcine-and pork-specific PCR systems based on amplifications of mitochondrial D-loop and cytochrome b genes, and used 18S ribosomal gene sequence as internal control for amplification. Then, the specificity of amplified products was assayed using the miniaturized CGE system. The method was robust and suitable for detecting 0.1% pork adulteration in raw and cooked sausages. QIAxcell system has gained popularity and other interesting applications can be found in recent scientific literature. For instance, a new method based on PCR-RFLP and QIAxcell separation technology was developed for the discrimination of oils from 17 Turkish olive cultivars [132] . To discriminate the varietal origin of the samples, five PCR-RFLP systems were necessary. The procedure was also applied to oil mixtures containing oil from more than one variety, allowing the identification of varieties in binary mixtures. Another authenticity issues related with fish products that have recently raised several concerns include occurrence of allergies, abuse of endangered species and use of cheap or toxic species. In line with this, Cyprinidae fish species are high-priced food in Taiwan is frequently subject of substitution with other fish that remain undetectable by consumers. To address this problem, Chen et al. [131] developed a PCR-RFLP system that combined with QIAxcell microfluidics system for the identification of ten Cyprinidae fish species in processed products. The applicability of the method was demonstrated by the identification of the species in 24 commercial Cyprinidae-related products, showing the potential of the procedure for routine food authentication. Also related with fish authenticity, Rolli et al. [135] evaluated the suitability of microsatellites as DNA markers for the traceability of European perch (Perca fluviatilis), an economically relevant freshwater species in Europe. Microsatellites, which are short tandemly repetitive DNA sequences, are considered good genetic markers for traceability because of their abundance and high polymorphism. Authors combined specific methods for microsatellite markers generation with fluorescent labeling and CGE separation using a conventional CE apparatus coupled to a laser module to increase sensitivity and precision of genotyping. Using this approach, three polymorphic microsatellites and their combinations allowed correctly assigning or excluding 60 out of 62 Swiss perch samples into their origin population. Rodríguez-Ramírez et al. [134] have recently published an article that exemplifies another CGE application to the detection of adulteration of fish-related products. In their method, a PCR method to amplify specific DNA sequences of soy in canned tuna samples was developed. As a positive amplification control, authors used a Cytb gene sequence specific for tuna. After amplification step, PCR products were unequivocally identified by CGE with LIF detection. The method was applied to the analysis of real adulterated canned tuna samples providing evidences of commercial fraud. In addition to the fraudulent practices detected for the mentioned fish species, some Gadus species are frequently subjected to fraudulent or unintentional mislabeling when are commercialized as fillets. Thus, Dalmasso et al. [133] proposed a novel molecular method for species identification of salted and dried products derived from species belonging to Gadiformes. The method involves the generation of PCR fragments in a multiplex minisequencing reaction based on single-base primer extension. After purification of the extension products, samples were analyzed using a conventional capillary sequencer. Authors demonstrated the applicability of this methodology to the analysis of commercial samples, confirming the species indicated in the label for all samples.
In the past decade, following the pioneering works from our group [136] , several CE-based methods have been developed for the detection of genetically modified organisms in food samples. For instance, Basak et al. [137] developed strategies for detection of insect-resistant cotton (MON531) and herbicide-tolerant soybean (GTS40-3-2). More precisely, two multiplex PCR methods were developed to specifically detect trace amounts of the GM cotton and soybean, respectively. Optimal conditions for multiplex reactions were established using primer pairs, in which the forward primer was fluorescently labeled with one of the two fluorophores (6-carboxyfluorescein and hexacloro-6-carboxyfluorescein) used in the study. This strategy allowed the generation of several fluorescent PCR products with similar size, but different fluorescent features, which also provided additional discriminatory information about the amplified DNA sequence when analyzed by CGE equipped with a charge-coupled device detector and set of appropriate filters.
The analysis of DNA markers for detecting the presence of microorganisms is an interesting topic in food safety. Recently, Ruan et al. [138] proposed a novel methodology based on the use of duplex PCR in combination with CGE-LIF for the detection of Cronobacter spp., an emerging opportunistic pathogen with high mortality rate in infants resulting from the consumption of contaminated food. The method involved the amplification of gene sequences of 16S-23S rDNA internal transcribed spacer and the outer membrane protein A of Cronobacter spp. Using linear polyacrylamide coated capillaries and a sieving matrix containing 0.9% methylcellulose and SYBR Green I, separations of duplex PCR products were resolved in 12 min. The method proved to be suitable for the analysis of artificially inoculated food samples, including milk powder, instant noodles, fermented bread, beef, and egg cakes. Moreover, the method was applied to the analysis of infant formula products collected in different food factories from nine provinces of China revealing that small amounts of domestic commercial baby formula milk powder were contaminated by the pathogen. The detection of other two relevant foodborne pathogens, Listeria monocytogenes and Escherichia coli O157:H7, is also of major importance. To this regard, there is much interest in the development of new methods allowing the rapid, sensitive, and simultaneous detection of food-borne pathogenic species. Wang et al. [139] developed a novel strategy that involved the use of polydopamine functionalized magnetic nanoparticles to efficiently capture bacterial DNA in samples. After magnetic separation and elution, DNA can be used as templates for polymerase chain reaction followed by CGE-UV analysis. This analytical strategy was successfully applied to the detection of both food-borne pathogens in milk. The study of food spoiling microorganisms is still a relevant research area in food microbiology. Recently, Alberice et al. [140] performed a comparative study of two procedures for Alicyclobacillus acidoterrestris quantification in orange juice. The study indicated that reverse transcription-PCR combined with Lab-on-a-chip R technology was more rapid and sensitive for the detection of cell viability than conventional plating methods.
Vitamins
Vitamins are organic biological compounds that are necessary for our organism and, due to the incapacity of the human organism to synthesize the majority of them, their administration by a balanced diet is indispensable. Vitamins differ in their structure, biological, and chemical properties and according to their solubility can be divided into two groups: water-and fat-soluble vitamins.
The separation and determination analysis in dietary supplements of ten water-soluble vitamins, including PP (nicotinamide), B12 (cyanocobalamin), B2 (riboflavin), B6 (pyridoxine), B8 (biotin), C (ascorbic acid), B5 (pantothenic acid), B3 (nicotinic acid), B1 (thiamine), and B9 (folic acid) have been evaluated by MEKC-UV [141] . Under the optimized conditions, all vitamins could be separated within 18 min with %RSDs values lower than 6% for sample analysis.
A MEKC method for the simultaneous analysis of some vitamins belonging to the B group (thiamine, riboflavine, nicotinic acid, and nicotinamide) and vitamin C in multivitamin preparations and in artichokes (Cynara cardunculus subsp. scolymus (L.) Hegi) has been developed [142] . The total analysis time was less than 20 min. and the LODs were 5 g/mL for all vitamins. The accuracy of the analytical procedure was confirmed by the analysis of certified and labeled commercial multivitamin dietary supplements.
An experimental design and artificial neural network to optimize CE separation of nicotinic acid and nicotinamide in food (russula alutacea, instant dry yeast, functional drinks, and vitamin water) was developed by Mu et al. [143] . Experimental variables, such as SDS concentration and voltage, were optimized using a statistical model. Under optimal conditions, the LOD values were lower than 0.16 g/mL and the total analysis time was less than 5 min. This CE method was reported as an environmental friendly alternative to HPLC routine analysis of these compounds.
Cereal grains are also an important source of B-group vitamins. Recently, Parveen et al. reported the simultaneous determination of phenolic compounds and vitamins B1 and B6 in eight wheat varieties by MEKC [144] . Optimum separation was achieved with a BGE at pH 9 containing sodium tetraborate, SDS, and propanol at a wavelength of 225 nm. Using this methodology, LODs were 0.03 and 0.05 mg/L for vitamin B1 and B6, respectively.
The development of a simple, sensitive, and reliable method for the routine determination of riboflavin in cereal grains by CE-LIF was studied by Chen et al. [145] . Two on-line concentration techniques including stacking in reverse migrating micelles (SRMM) and sweeping were investigated and compared. The optimal conditions of separation were achieved with 20 mM phosphoric acid, 140 mM SDS, and SRMM on-line concentration method. Under these conditions, the LOD of the riboflavin was 0.29 ng/mL. The method was applied to the evaluation of the 18 samples of nine types of cereal grains (wheat bran, wheat, rice, black rice, oats, corn, millet, buckwheat, and rye).
CZE with UV detection method has been used for the determination of nicotinic acid and vitamin C content in black bean [146] Recoveries between 87-119% (n = 4) and 88-108% (n = 4) for nicotinic acid and vitamin C, respectively, were reported. Falkova et al. developed an automated procedure for analyses of the solid samples based on multicommutated stepwise injection analysis with subsequent determination by CE-UV [147] . The applicability of the method was demonstrated by determination of ascorbic acid in Sorbus aucuparia (fruits), kiwi, apple, sweet pepper, and applesauce. LOD was 0.03 mg/g for ascorbic acid and satisfactory repeatability was reported with RSD values ranging from 5 to 7% from ten replicate measurements of the ascorbic acid content in real samples.
Capillary electrophoresis coupled with chemoluminescence (CL) detection was proposed for analysis of nicotinamide in yogurt [148] . The methodology was based on the inhibitory effect of nicotinamide to CL reaction of luminol-K 3 Fe(CN) 6 in alkaline aqueous solution.Authors reported an RSD value lower than 2.2%, recoveries between 98 and 104%, and a LOD of 3.0 nM.
Novel CE-ESI-triple quadrupole MS/MS methodology has been developed for the analysis of different vitamins B in dietary supplements [149] . Simultaneous separation of thiamine, riboflavin, nicotinamide, nicotinic acid, pantothenic acid, pyridoxine, biotin, folic acid, and cyanocobalamine could be achieved within 16 min. The LODs of the method ranged from 0.0419 to 0.2252 g/mL, and RSD values were less than 0.7 and 4.5%, for migration time and peak area, respectively.
Small organic and inorganic compounds
Small organic and inorganic compounds are naturally present or added to food and beverages. Recently, Azevedo et al. developed and validated a simple and rapid (Ͻ10 min) CZE method with indirect UV detection for the simultaneous analysis of ten short-chain aliphatic organic acids in commercial Brazilian sugarcane spirits [150] . The separations were performed using a semipermanent capillary coating comprised of 2-hydroxypropyltrimethyl-ammonium chloride chitosan, and a 21 mmol/L ␤-alanine and 10 mmol/L3.5 dinitrobenzoic acid buffer (pH 3.6) as BGE. The LOD and LOQ ranged from 0.69 to 2.70 mg/L and 2.76 to 8.11 mg/L, respectively, intraday and interday precision for the whole procedure was lower than 9% RSDs, and the recoveries percentage ranged from 74-112%.
A simple CE method has also been partially validated for the simultaneous quantification of nine aliphatic (formic, oxalic, succinic, malic, tartaric, acetic, citric, lactic, and butyric) and three aromatic (benzoic, phenyllactic, and hydroxyphenyllactic) organic acids in 15 min in fermentation products of lactic acid bacteria [151] . The optimum BGE composition was 0.5 M H 3 PO 4 and 0.5 mM CTAB (pH 6.24) with 15% v/v methanol. The investigated method showed LODs values ranging from 0.001 to 1.43 g/mL, LOQs ranged from 0.004 to 4.72 g/mL and RSDs values for intraday and interday reproducibility were lower than 5%.
Reversed-phase HPLC and CE methods have been validated and compared for the determination of (latic, acetic, propionic, and butyric) organic acids in cassava starch fermentation wastewaters by de Sena Aquino et al. [152] . The LODs for HPLC and CE ranged from 1.0 to 3.7 mg/L and 2.0 to 3.0 mg/L, and the LOQs from 3.1 to 12.2, and 8.0 to 12.5 mg/L for HPLC and CE, respectively. With regard to the compounds analyzed, no significant differences were found between the methods in terms of analytical performance. However, some benefits of CE compared with HPLC were lower cost, lower waste generation, and shorter analysis time (less than 2 min and 14 min, respectively).
A novel CZE method for simultaneous nitrate and nitrite determination in less than 0.5 min has been proposed by Betta et al. [153] . The influence of different parameters on the separation was studied and a solution of 10 mmol/L perchloric acid and 40 mmol/L ␤-alanine (pH 3.96) was used as BGE. An experimental design was also applied to establish the appropriate extraction procedure. The method was validated and applied to the analysis of 14 baby food samples. Authors reported %RSDs values of 0.21 and 0.89 for migration time and LODs of 0.09 and 0.15 mg/L for nitrate and nitrite, respectively. The possibility of applying the CZE method for routine determination of nitrate and nitrite in food was highlighted [153] .
Simultaneous determination of inorganic iodine species and iodinated AAs by CE was reported by Sun et al. [154] . In this work, the feasibility of an ion-pairing reagent for resolution improvement for iodine speciation analysis by a pressure-driven CE with UV detection was demonstrated. The methodology was based on an electrostatic interaction between tetrabutyl ammonium hydroxide and the negatively charged iodine species. Baseline separation of iodine species was achieved within 7 min, the LODs were below 0.06 mg/L and %RSDs values for peak heights and areas were lower than 3%. The application of the studied method was demonstrated by speciation analysis of iodine in seaweed samples. However, it suffered from high detection limits, which hindered its application the analyses of real samples containing ultra-trace iodine species.
Another interesting approach to elemental speciation includes the coupling of CE with inductively coupled plasma MS (ICP-MS). CE-ICP MS has been studied to combine the efficient separation capacity with the ultrasensitive detection ability for high resolution studies. In this context, Qu et al. developed and optimized a system consisting of a CE system instrument interfaced with ICP-MS for speciation and characterization of metallic nanoparticles (e.g. gold, platinum, and palladium) in dietary supplements [155] .
The on-line combination of cITP and cITP (column coupling capillary isotachophoresis, cITP-cITP) has also been applied to the simultaneous determination of macro-and micro-nutrients at low concentration levels. cITP-cITP procedure has been developed by Chmiel et al. for the simultaneous determination of K + , Na + , Ca 2+ , Mg 2+ , and ammonium in berries in related products [156] . Detection limits for the method ranged from 0.030 to 0.097 mg/L with RSDs values lower than 4.5%. Capillary ITP has also been applied for the analysis of glucosamine [157] . The validation of the method demonstrated recovery values of 98.8%, LOD of 2.4 mg/L, and a good precision (RSD = 1.82%). The method was applied to the evaluation of the glucosamine in 35 samples of dietary supplements.
CE-ESI-MS has been proposed by Rodríguez-Gonzalo et al. [158] for the determination and simultaneous quantification of five ribonucleotide 5´-monophosphates (adenosine 5´-monophosphate, cytidine 5´-monophosphate, guanosine 5´-monophosphate, uridine 5´-monophosphate, and inosine 5´-monophosphate) in infant formulas (see Fig. 3 ). In their study, authors optimized the separation and quantification of the analytes, and studied the compatibility of several sample treatments with CE separation and ESI ionization. A simple method based on centrifugal ultrafiltration was applied as sample treatment. The method proposed was validated according to European Legislation. The LOD values ranged from 0.8 to1.8 g/g, and the recoveries percentage from 90-106%. This CE-ESI-MS method was reported as an alternative to other chromatographic methods for the analysis of nucleotides and related compounds.
Toxins, contaminants, pesticides, and residues
The occurrence of toxins in food represents a serious concern worldwide due to their harmful effect on human health. Although the maximum acceptable levels of many toxins in foods have already been established, the imposition of regulatory limits for new toxins in foods is expected to continue as new toxins are being identified as well as their potential risk to public health. To guarantee the food safety, and to minimize the potential risk to human health, it is necessary to develop fast, sensitive, and reliable methods to detect toxins. Mycotoxins are a group of secondary metabolites produced by organisms of the fungus kingdom that can enter human food chain affecting a large variety of food products. The last developments in mycotoxin analysis, including those based on capillary electromigration methods, were recently reviewed by Berthiller et al. [159] . Mycotoxins have been object of investigation by CE in recent years. For instance, the electrophoretic analysis of patulin, an important mutagenic mycotoxin, produced by filamentous fungi of the genera Penicillium, Aspergillus, and Byssochlamys, has been attempted by Güray et al. [160] . Authors developed a CZE method with UV detection for the analysis of patulin without any interference from hydroxymethyl furfural, a typical and important interference in patulin detection by HPLC-UV in certain food samples. In that work, different buffer types, pH, organic modifiers, detection wavelength, injecting mode, and timewere studied to achieve optimal sensitivity. Optimized separation conditions included a BGE containing 25 mM of sodium tetraborate and 10% ACN at pH 10.
The validation of the method demonstrated good linearity in the range from 0.250 to 4.99 g/mL of patulin. In addition, the reported LOD and LOQ values for patulin were 5.9 and 17.9 ng/mL, respectively, demonstrating the good sensitivity of the method. Also, Guray et al. [161] optimized a CZE-DAD method for the detection of zearalenone in feed and cereals. In this approach, CZE-DAD procedure involved the use of 20 mM sodium tetraborate at pH 9.0 with 15% ACN and the addition of phenobarbital as internal standard. Using these conditions, LOD and LOQ values of 8.25 and 25 g/L were achieved, respectively. The application of the method to the analysis of commercial samples revealed the presence of zearalenone in 5 out of 15 samples indicating the suitability of the proposed method for detecting the mycotoxin in complex food samples. A relevant number of marine microalgae (including dinoflagellates, cyanobacteria, and diatoms) and bacteria are also responsible for the production of toxins that can accumulate in certain herbivorous fish, zooplankton, and filterfeeding shellfish becoming toxic for humans. CE presents potential to separate a wide spectrum of these compounds, which is being exploited for the accurate determination of major marine toxin groups involved in paralytic shellfish poisoning, diarrheic shellfish poisoning (DSP), and ciguatera disease. Sassolas et al. [162] have reviewed current CE approaches, among others, for the analysis of okadaic acid, a DSP toxin that contaminates bivalves and originates severe public health problems and economic damages to shellfish farming. Recently, Abdul Keyton et al. [163] explored the potential of using CZE-UV, CZE-capacitively coupled contactless conductivity detection (C 4 D), CZE-MS, and MEKCfluorescence detection (FLD) techniques for the analysis of 12 paralytic shellfish toxins (see Fig. 4) . A comparative study of the four methods showed that CZE-UV and CZE-MS failed to meet the required LODs imposed by legislation, but CZE-C 4 D and MEKC-FLD showed LOD values below or close to regulatory limits. Although CZE was not suitable for the separation of neutral C1 and C2 toxins, when it was coupled to C 4 D detector, the method allowed for identification of ten of the 11 charged toxins within a few minutes. By contrast, MEKC-FLD method was suitable for fast screening of contaminated mussel samples with the 12 toxins although with less sensitivity than the one provided typically by the most common HPLC-FLD technique for shellfish toxin screening. Further work by the same research group focused on the development of a transient isotachophoresis-CZE with UV and C 4 D detection for the analysis of paralytic shellfish toxins in mussel samples [164] . In this approach, counter-flow transient isotachophoresis was used to improve the sensitivity and reduce sample matrix effects. Under optimized conditions, separations of ten different paralytic shellfish toxins were completed in 30 min. The method provided quantitative results comparable to those obtained with HPLC-FLD in contaminated mussel samples. Following a different strategy, Zhang et al. [165] developed a novel CE-based immunoassay (CEIA) method using ED for the simultaneous detection of four shellfish toxins, saxitoxin, brevetoxin, domoic acid, and okadaic acid in shellfish samples. Authors developed a competitive model in which a horseradish peroxidase-labeled antigen was first mixed with different concentrations of nonlabeled antigen (standard solution or sample extract) that competed for binding with the limited and fixed amount of antibody to form immunological complexes that are subsequently separated by CE. The main novelty of the method was the use of conjugated gold nanoparticles in the capillary to improve the resolution by altering the mobility of analytes. In addition to this, the presence of gold nanoparticles improved the sensitivity since the bound enzyme-labeled complex allows the amplification of electrochemical signal. The enhanced CE method with gold nanoparticle labels was successfully applied for the simultaneous determination of four shellfish toxins in shellfish samples achieving LOD values ranging from 3.1 to 36.7 ng/L. In a separate report, Zhang et al. [166] have recently applied the same concept to the detection of ciguatoxin CTX1B in fish samples. The parameters studied during the method development stage included the amount of enzyme and antibody absorbed onto the nanoparticles, incubation time on immunocomplex formation, and other parameters affecting electrophoretic separation. Under optimal CZE-UV conditions, a LOD value of 0.045 ng/mL was achieved, which is over 38-fold lower than that of HPLC-MS for the same toxin. A novel and interesting design for postcolumn reaction in CE systems has been recently reported by Abdul Keyton et al. [167] . In their work, authors devised a micro cross for positioning a salt bridge-electrode opposite the separation capillary outlet to keep the electrical connection during the electrophoretic separation. Using this strategy, it was possible to use droplets of water-in-oil with a size of approximately 14 nL containing reagents for incapillary oxidation and subsequent LIF detection of paralytic shellfish toxins. The method was validated for neosaxitoxin and decarbamoylgonyautoxin 2 that were detected in 10 min, showing good performance in terms of sensitivity, precision, and linear range.
The extensive use of pesticides in agriculture has attracted much attention since the persistence of residues in food represents a risk for human health. Regarding the new developments of CE-based methods for the analysis of this chemically diverse group of compounds, the bulk of published papers have been focused on herbicides. On this topic, a comprehensive overview of the current CE developments for herbicide analysis [12] and a more general article reviewing the analysis of orphan and difficult pesticides [168] have been recently published. Improvements in sampling and sample preparation methods used to detect herbicides in food products continue to be a high priority in this analytical area. For instance, Puzio et al. [169] synthesized three molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) to bind efficiently glyphosate in water. Authors used CE-UV for the optimization of sample preparation conditions. Then, a comparative study on the efficiency and selectivity of the developed materials with those of nonimprinted polymer by SPE demonstrated the superior capabilities of MIPs over the more traditional SPE materials for glyphosate herbicide. Also, the direct analysis of glyphosate, glufosinate-ammonium, and aminomethylphosphonic acid in apple skin has been approached using liquid extraction surface analysis in-line coupled with CE by Sung et al. [170] . The herbicides were directly extracted into a liquid microjunction formed by dispensing the extractant from the inlet tip of a separation capillary. After extraction, pesticides were derivatized in-capillary with 4-fluoro-7-nitro-2,1,3-benzoxadiazole and analyzed with CE-LIF. Optimization of derivatizing agent concentration, mixing time, and standby time allowed to improve the sensitivity of the method, achieving LOD values between 1 and 10 ppb, which are about 20-fold lower than the tolerance limits established by regulatory authorities. In another application, Kukusamude et al. [171] successfully attained the detection of paraquat and diquat, two cationic quaternary ammonium herbicides in cow milk, using a combination of field enhanced sample injection (FESI) and micelle to solvent stacking (MSS) with CZE-UV. In this methodology, a sample clean-up step by cloud point separation using Triton X-114 was included previous to electrophoretic analysis to remove unwanted milk proteins. A detailed study during optimization of the methodology involved the investigation of parameters affecting the clean-up process such as the equilibrium temperature and time, as well as the conditions affecting stacking by FESI-MSS, including hydrodynamic micellar solution injection and electrokinetic sample injection times. Using this procedure on milk samples, good linearity, and LODs were obtained for both paraquat (0.004 g/mL) and diquat (0.018 g/mL) improving from 1.5 to 2 orders of magnitude in detection sensitivity over the nonstaking CZE method.
The use of nanomaterials in CE methods also offers good potential for the analysis of herbicides. This has been exemplified in a recent study on the combined use of dispersed carbon nanotubes with ionic liquid for CE separations of sulfonylureas in wheat and sorghum [172] . In that study, a clean-up preconcentration procedure was done prior CE analysis. Then, nicosulfuron, ethoxysulfuron, sulfometuron methyl, and chlorsulfuron herbicides were separated in 16 min without using organic solvents. The herbicides were detected at levels below the maximum residue limits (MRLs) imposed for each analyte, demonstrating the suitability of the method for the analysis of sulfonylureas in cereals. More recently, the determination of halosulfuron-methyl, another sulfonylurea herbicide, has also been approached using CE-MS/MS [173] . Authors extracted the herbicide from sugarcane juice and tomato samples using a procedure based on quick, easy, cheap, effective, rugged, and safe followed by electrophoretic separation in NH 4 HCO 3 electrolyte at pH 8.5, and detection by electrospray-MS/MS. The reported recovery values for spiked samples ranged from 96 to 105%, and the LOD for the herbicide in juice and tomato was 2 ppb. In a separate report, the application of CE-ECL was investigated to the analysis of yam samples for the detection of three phenylurea herbicides, namely monuron, monolinuron, and diuron [174] . Separations were performed using 25 mM phosphate buffer at pH 8.0 as BGE and a CE instrument coupled with an ECL detector. Initially, the optimum Pt electrode potential for the detection of the three herbicides was established in the detection system. Then, several variables affecting the separation, including buffer composition and pH, and separation voltage were investigated using a standard mixture of the three herbicides. In order to validate the feasibility of the procedure for the analysis of the three phenylureas, the performance of the method was evaluated with spiked yam samples. CE-ECL analysis provided separations without interfering signals, and LOD values were lower than 0.01 g/kg.
Besides the great interest on herbicide analysis, there are also examples of the application of novel capillary electromigration developments for the determination of fungicides and insecticides in food samples. A work by Soliman and Donkor demonstrated the good possibilities of using MEKC-UV for the determination of a group of three fungicides (i.e. thiabendazole, carbendazim, and fuberidazole) in water [175] . During method development, several experimental variables were investigated to provide optimal conditions suitable for the analysis. The study revealed that phosphate/SDS buffer provided better resolution and sensitivity, than acetate/cholate buffer making it more suitable for quantitative analysis. After optimization of separation and detection parameters, the reported LODs were about 0.7 mg/L. The use of MIPs in SPE coupled to CE was also useful for the detection of trichlorfon insecticide in cucumber, lettuce, and radish samples [176] . In that study, extraction conditions including the eluent composition and volume, and the sample loading flow rate and time, were optimized to achieve highest sensitivity. Optimal separation conditions were achieved using sodium borate-boric acid at pH 9.3 as buffer system. The whole procedure showed good selectivity and the use of MIP improved sensitivity by 160-fold. The recovery of the method was high with low variation indicating the there was little matrix effect in the analysis of real samples.
The persistence of antibiotic residues in food is becoming a serious concern and in consequence, the presence of these drugs in food is regulated in many countries by specific legislations imposing strict MRLs. The enforcement of these regulations implies that sufficiently sensitive analytical tools must be available to provide reliable determinations of multiple antibiotics in food products. To this aim, several CEbased methodologies have demonstrated excellent potential allowing the separation of a wide spectrum of these compounds in different food matrices. Excellent reviews covering advances in CE analysis of antibiotics have been lately published [16, 18] . Recent developments for the determination of quinolones have been directed to improve sensitivity with different innovative materials for sample preparation. This was exemplified in a work by Spirnger et al. [177] , where the determination of ciprofloxacin, norfloxacin, and ofloxacin was successfully achieved in bovine milk using CE-UV and a pipette-tip SPE step based on multiwalled carbon nanotubes prior CE separation. The mount of sorbent material, pH of sample solution, sample volume, extraction temperature, and the number of rinsing sets necessary for quinolones extraction were studied and optimized. During optimization of the separation conditions, the addition of CTAB to a BGE containing 20 mM amomonium dihydrogenphosphate at pH 3.0 provided the best resolution in the separation of the three quinolones. The simplicity of the method as well as the achieved sensitivity were enough to meet the requirements imposed by legislation, suggesting the good possibilities of this method for routine testing. In a separate report, Tian et al. [178] approached the analysis of quinolones using polyamidoamine dendrimers, which are highly branched and symmetrical macromolecules. Their uniform surface charge density and structural homogeneity provided better separation performance than other pseudostationary phases. In that study, dendrimers were used as binding agent in sample solution and in running buffer as pseudostationary phase to achieve the resolution of six quinolones in chicken samples. As for the case of other food contaminants, a MIP has been exploited in combination with CE-MS for the selective analysis of eight quinolones in bovine milk samples [179] . In this case, a MIP was used as sorbent for the construction of an in-line SPE analyte concentrator in CE-MS. The reported recoveries were higher than 70% and LODs values ranged from 1.0 to 1.4 g/kg, which are below MRLs established in the EU regulation. Following a different strategy, Springer et al. [180] also combined CE and MS for the determination of fluoroquinolones in bovine milk. More precisely, ciprofloxacin, norfloxacin, and ofloxacin were analyzed by CE and off-line CE-MALDI-TOF spectrometry coupling. Such off-line coupling allowed the individual deposition of analytes in small size spots and provided direct information of the mass of the molecules. The chemical composition of BGE and the capillary coating were optimized to minimize suppression of the MS signal after spot deposition. Deng et al. [181] combined FESI-based CE with the use of a bubble cell capillary to enhance the sensitivity detection of five fluoroquinolones (ciprofloxacin, enrofloxacin, lomefloxacin, fleroxacin, and ofloxacin) in bovine milk. In that work, authors investigated the effect of BGE composition, injection parameters, and injection water plug on the separation. Under the optimized conditions, the analysis of fluoroquinolones provided LODs between 0.4 and 1.3 ng/mL, which are much lower (from 460 to 1500 times) than those obtained by a conventional CE in a standard capillary without bubble cell. Xu et al. [182] explored the application of another simple online preconcentration method that combines field-amplified sample stacking (FASS) with sweeping technique for the determination of enrofloxacin and ciprofloxacin in a variety of food samples. The analysis of real samples was performed using 120 mM sodium deoxycholate in the BGE and adding gamma-cyclodextran to the sample matrix to improve the efficiency of sweeping process. Authors attained LODs that were lower than the MRLs of the tested compounds in milk, chicken, pork, swine liver, and kidney samples showing interesting perspectives the application of this approach for routine analysis. Besides UV and MS, other detection schemes such as LIF detection have been recently exploited for the determination of quinolones in food samples. For instance, Meng et al. [183] optimized a new MEKC method using quantum dot indirect LIF to detect five quinolone in animalderived food products. Quantum dots (QDs) are the semiconductor nanoparticles made up of the II-VI and III-V group elements in the periodic table, which have interesting spectral properties, such as stable and intense fluorescence emission. In addition, the emission wavelength of QDs can be controlled by engineering their particle size in the process of synthesis. Thus, in that work, authors synthetized cadmium telluride QDs that could be used as fluorescent background substance in MEKC-indirect LIF detection of quinolones. Using an optimized running buffer containing 20 mM SDS, 7.2 mg/L QDs, and 10 mM borate at pH 8.8, the separation of five quinolones was achieved within 8 min with LODs values between 3 and 8 g/kg. Recently, a novel CEIA method with LIF detection was developed for norfloxacin residue analysis in food products [184] . This novel development involved labeling of norfloxacin with fluorescein isothiocyanate to perform competitive immunoassay between the labeled and nonlabeled forms of quinolone with a limited amount of antinorfloxacine. Then, the intensities of labeled norfloxacin and labeled immonocomplex were related to the original concentration of free norfloxacin in chicken, pork, fish, and milk samples. The proposed CEIA-LIF method demonstrated to be more sensitive than ELISA method (LODs, 0.05 versus 0.016 g/L), avoiding the multiple steps and reducing errors and deviations.
Sulphonamides are another relevant group of antibiotics whose residues in food of animal origin have caused much concern because of their harmful effects on human health and the potential development of resistance to pathogens. Last developments based on CE techniques have been focused on the investigation of novel strategies for sample preparation, with particular attention in nanomaterials. For instance, graphene, a new class of carbon nanomaterial, has been used as SPE adsorbent for CZE determination of four sulfonamides in meat samples [185] . In another approach, PoloLuque et al. [186] explored the sorption capabilities of single walled carbon nanotubes and multiwalled carbon nanotubes dispersed in the ionic liquid 1-hexyl-2-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate to preconcentrate sulphonamides from milk samples. The dispersed nanomaterials were retained on a C18 stationary phase to obtain a hybrid material with excellent sorption capabilities. Other novel approaches for sulfonamide detection include the application of efficient techniques such as combined accelerated solvent extraction, which has demonstrated its potential to obtain sulfonamides and their N 4 -acetylated metabolites from shrimp samples for subsequent analysis by CZE-UV [187] . The proposed method reduced the volume of solvent required compared to conventional extraction techniques. The whole process provided rapid separations with satisfactory repeatability and good sensitivity.
The traditional addition of 5-nitroimidazoles, a specific class of antibiotics, to animal feed as growth promoters involves the need of carrying out exhaustive controls with the aim of detecting this illegal practice. The determination of these antibiotics in milk was investigated using SPE and MEKC-UV by Hernández-Mesa et al. [188] . Using mixed cation exchange SPE cartridges, an off-line concentration factor of 18 was achieved whereas in capillary sweeping effects enabled further concentration of all the analytes, providing LODs lower than 1.8 g/L.
In addition to the aforementioned methods for determination of specific categories of antibiotics in food, other CE-based methods have been developed to simultaneously detect different classes of antibiotics. For instance, Zhai et al. [189] have recently published a report on the determination of chloramphenicol, ciprofloxacin, and nitrofuran antibiotics and their metabolites in fishery products by CE-UV. As nitrofuran metabolites lack UV chromophores, a derivatization step was implemented for their detection by UV. The optimized separation buffer, containing 2 mM sodium dihydrogen phosphate, 20 mM disodium hydrogen phosphate, 80 mM sodium deoxycholate, and 10 % methanol v/v, pH 9.0, and a running voltage of 20 kV allowed the separation of the three antibiotics and their metabolites.
Endocrine disrupting compounds (EDCs) are other class of food contaminants whose determination has been also approached by CE. The occurrence of most of these xenobiotics in foodstuffs is due to the use of synthetic chemical products for packaging. Among EDCs, bisphenol A (BPA) have attracted particular attention and, in last years, its analysis has been approached using various extraction procedures in combination with CE. For instance, Alenazi et al. [190] successfully developed a MIP using ethylene glycol dimethacrylate and methacrylic acid to specifically bind BPA in water and milk samples. After MIP preparation, nonspecific-binding sites were blocked by site-selective chemical modification with dizomethane. In this study, CE-UV method was used to evaluate the selectivity of the treated MIP toward BPA in the presence of other spiked compounds. The reported results of the study suggested that the treated MIP provided more selectivity than commercial MIPs. DLLME combined with CZE-UV has also been applied to the analysis of BPA in beverages [191] . A major advantage of DLLME over other extraction methods such as SPE and solid-phase microextraction (SPME) was the lower consumption of organic solvents (microliters), shorter extraction time (few seconds), and simplicity of operation. The application of DLLME with CZE-UV allowed the analysis BPA in real samples, with little matrix interference. In addition to these improvements in sample preparation of BPA, a new CZE-AD method proved to be a good alternative for the analysis of this EDC in drinking water [192] . In this procedure, samples were prepared using an off-line SPE method and a boron-doped diamond electrode was used as an electrochemical detector that provided a favorable analytical performance for detecting BPA and other three EDCs (bisphenol F, 4-ethylphenol, and bisphenol A diglycidylether). The main advantages were the achievement of lower noise levels, higher peak resolution with enhanced sensitivity, and improved resistance against electrode passivation. The LODs for the four compounds ranged from 0.01 to 0.06 M, and the methodology enabled the detection of 0.03 M BPA in plastic bottle water container exposed to sunlight for 7 days.
The consumption of meat containing residual ractopamine hydrochloride (RP) presents serious concerns in public health. This veterinary drug is a ␤-adrenergic agonist, frequently used for enhancing feeding efficiency in animals, and its presence in meat may cause side effects in humans upon consumption. Matrix interferences are often the major problem encountered in most of the analytical solutions developed for the determination of RP in meat samples. The quantitative determination of RP and its homologue dehydroxyractopamine has been recently approached using cationselective exhaustive injection (CSEI) sweeping-MEKC [193] . Using CSEI-sweeping-MEKC, samples are dissolved in a lowconductivity matrix and are electrokinetically injected in to a higher conductivity buffer zone for a long time. Then, the analytes can be swept and separated by MEKC. In that work, authors used a fractional factorial design and response surface methodology to facilitate the optimization of the different parameters affecting the analysis. The sensitivity improvement was about 900-fold in the case of LODs of the proposed method compared to the normal CZE. The method was validated and applied to the analysis of several porcine meat samples demonstrating the good possibilities of the method as a simple and fast procedure for routine analysis of RP. Another veterinary medicine that has attracted attention is amprolium. This drug is often used to prevent and treat coccidiosis in poultry and, in case of abusive intake or withdrawal periods are not fully accomplished, it may arrive to consumers. The application of field-amplified sample injection (FASI)-CZE equipped with diode array detection system has recently showed to be suitable for the analysis of amprolium in eggs [194] . The methodology involved a previous step of sample treatment using SPE, followed by in-line preconcentration using FASI in order to achieve higher sensitivity. During method validation stage using egg samples, authors observed an interfering compound comigrating with amprolium. The analysis of this compound using CE-MS allowed its identification as thiamine. The reoptimized method allowed separation of the amprolium and thiamine and the quantification of the former in eggs at concentrations below the MRL imposed by regulatory authorities.
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are other type of contaminants that represents a risk to the consumer if their residues enter the food chain. Etodolac, naproxen, ketoprofen, flurbiprofen, and ciclofenac belong to NSAIDs class and are frequently used in veterinary medicine. In consequence, the use of NSAIDs in food-producing animals might create public health problems, especially in the international trade of milk and dairy products. FASS-CZE determination of five NSAIDs has been approached using DLLME for sample preparation [195] . DLLME parameters including type and volume of extraction and disperser solvents, ionic strength, and extraction time were key for optimal extraction of the five drugs. The performance of the DLLME-FASS-CE method was evaluated with spiked milk, yogurt, and white cheese samples. The study revealed LOD values between 3 and 12.1 g/kg and LOQs ranging from 10 to 43.7 g/kg, with good reproducibility (%RSDϽ6.2% for interday analysis). Finally, the applicability of the whole procedure was demonstrated in real samples and compared to other SPME-, SPE-, and LLE-based methods coupled to different high-resolution separation techniques.
Recently, the increasing occurrence of drug-facilitated crimes based on the drug-spiking on drinks has raised some concerns and challenges in forensic science. Benzodiazepines constitute one of the groups of drugs more commonly sued to perform such crimes, in which the analysis of the drinks used to perpetrate drug-facilitated crimes is necessary, as they might be the only lasting evidence. Sáiz et al. [196] have used CE-C 4 D technique in combination with chemometric multivariate techniques, including PCA and soft independent modeling of class analogies classification. This novel strategy, based on the comparison of electrophoretic profiles obtained from 63 different club drinks spiked with benzodiazepine, allowed the determination of this drug in drinks without the use of drug standards.
Food additives
Many food additives are currently used in the preparation of processed foods. In general, these additives can be obtained from nature or manufactured by the chemical industry. The main food additives analyzed by CE in the period covered by this review (2013) (2014) (2015) were sweeteners [197] [198] [199] [200] [201] , preservatives [202] [203] [204] [205] [206] [207] [208] [209] [210] , and colorants [211] [212] [213] .
Sweeteners are compounds that are added to foodstuffs in order to confer a sweet taste, for economic reasons or for health reasons where glucose has to be reduced (blood glucose regulation or caloric control). The vast majority of sweeteners approved for food are syntheticwith some exceptions as for instance sorbitol and xylitol, which are natural sweeteners found in berries, fruit, vegetables, and mushrooms. Most artificial sweeteners approved by US and EU food agencies are stevia, aspartame, sucralose, neotame, acesulfame potassium, saccharin, and advantame. A very recent CE method using indirect UV detection with a short-end injection procedure has been developed for the determination of aspartame, cyclamate, acesulfame-K, and saccharin [197] . Samples and standards were injected hydrodynamically and separated using 45 mM 2-amino-2-(hydroxymethyl)-1,3-propanediol and 15 mM benzoic acid (pH 8.4), in less than 1 min. The CZE-UV method permitted the quantification of the analytes in five sweeteners (two liquid and three solids), four soft drinks, two ice teas, and four pharmaceutical preparations. The same artificial sweeteners were determined by a CZE-UV method in a lemon tea sachet [198] . Separation was carried out using 20 mM sodium tetraborate, 15 mM Tris and 7.5 mM benzoic acid (pH 9.15) as BGE followed by simultaneous indirect and direct UV detection. As a result, baseline resolution was achieved in 6 min. In addition, no significant differences were found in the label of lemon tea sachet when compared to the experimental levels of sweeteners obtained using that method. A CE method with contactless conductivity detection was developed for the analysis of the same four sweeteners [199] . In this later, case the BGE consisted of 150 mM 2-(cyclohexylamino) ethanesulfonic acid and 400 mM tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane at pH 9.1. Validation of the method was achieved by the analysis of a tabletop sweetener tablet, two confectionaries and three low calorie soft drinks.
Neotame is a new artificial sweetener already approved as a food additive by the US Food and Drug Administration. Although up to date HPLC is considered the standard method for neotame analysis, there is an increasing demand of less expensive methods for the determination of this sweetener. For instance, a CZE-UV method has been developed for the analysis of neotame in cola drink and yoghurt [200] . Due to the low concentration of neotame in samples, SPE was performed prior analysis. Optimal analysis conditions included borate buffer at 20 mM (pH 8). The developed method was suitable for neotame analysis in a short-analysis time (less than 5 min). Recently, neotame and other sweeteners, i.e. aspartame, sodium cyclamate, sodium saccharin, and acesulfame have been analyzed by CE-UV using 0.2 M borate (pH 8.29) as electrophoresis buffer at +23 kV separation voltage [201] . Good linear regression equation correlation and low RSD values (below 7%) were obtained for all sweeteners showing good potential for its application to food samples.
Preservatives are food additives typically added to food to control the growth of undesirable microorganisms and to maintain the freshness of foodstuffs. However, at excessive quantities they can be harmful to health. The development of suitable and rapid analytical methods to determine preservatives is imperative to ensure food safety without health risk. Among food preservatives, organic acids and their salts are common preservatives due to their ability to inhibit a wide variety of pathogens and may also act as acidity regulators in food and beverages. Ten preservatives (i.e. dehydroacetic acid, sorbic acid, benzoic acid, methyl paraben, ethyl paraben, isopropyl paraben, propyl paraben, isobutyl paraben, butyl paraben, isopentyl paraben) were analyzed by MEKC in different sauces (soy, oyster, abalone, tomato, jam, and chili sauces) and pickle, jam, beverages, candied fruit, cheese, pastries, cake, and jelly samples. [202] . Sample treatment prior analysis was dependent on the nature of each sample. The ten preservatives were spiked at different concentrations (from 1.5 to 200 mg/L) within all samples in order to construct calibration curves using MEKC. Six samples (two kinds of pickles, pastries, and cheese) were detected to have sorbic acid and benzoic levels above the permitted levels (levels established in China). In addition, the results showed that the current method could meet the needs for routine analysis for these preservatives.
Given the low concentration of preservatives in food samples different approaches have been employed to increase sensitivity. For instance, an online dynamic pH junctionsweeping method was coupled to CE for the analysis of benzoic acid and sorbic acid [203] . Dynamic pH junction together with sweeping demonstrated to significantly enhance sensitivity during CE analysis. As a result, nanomolar concentrations of preservatives could be detected. The developed method was applied to real food samples of juice, two soft drinks, two soy sauces, and a wine sample. Another strategy applied to increase sensitivity for preservatives detection was a two dimensional isotachophoretic cITP-cITP method [204] . Preservatives were detected by two methods of detection, namely conductometric and UV-Vis. Benzoates, sorbates, citrates, and orthophosphates were detected in five juice samples and seven soft drinks.
Recently, ionic liquids were incorporated in a CE method for the quantitative determination of 8 preservatives (i.e. butyl p-hydroxybenzoate, propyl p-hydroxybenzoate, ethyl p-hydroxybenzoate, methyl p-hydroxybenzoate, m-amino benzoic acid, sorbic acid, benzoic acid, p-hydroxybenzoic acid) [205] . The method was used for the determination of preservatives in four soft drinks. It was observed that sorbic acid was present in the three fruit juices (lemon, grape, and haw juices) while benzoic acid was detected in the vitamin beverage.
Parabens are a group of compounds widely used in foods as preservatives due to their antimicrobial activity. Parabens are alkyl esters of p-hydroxybenzoic acid and their antimicrobial activity is directly related to the hydrocarbon chain length [206] . However, their water solubility also decreases with the hydrocarbon chain length and thus, the use of parabens with longer alkyl chains is limited. Some important members of this family are methylparaben, ethylparaben, n-propylparaben, iso-propylparaben, n-butylparaben, isobutylparaben, and benzylparaben. Parabens are generally found in low concentration and thus different approaches of sensitive enhancement have been applied for their analysis. For instance, DLLME followed by CE has been recently applied for parabens analysis [207] . Applying that method, methyl-, ethyl-, propyl-, and butyl-parabens were analyzed in samples of breast milk, tomato paste, pickle, mixed fruit juice, and ice cream. Another approach to increase paraben sensitivity is to use on-column preconcentration strategies prior to CE separation. In this line LVSS, FASI, sweeping, and in-line SPE-CE, were investigated for the simultaneous separation and preconcentration of a group of parabens [208] . Methods were optimized for the determination of methylparaben, ethylparaben, propylparaben, isopropylparaben, butylparaben, and benzylparaben and were validated in water samples. Although sensitive was still not enough to detect parabens in water, the in-line SPE-CE method offered the most sensitive results among the four preconcentration strategies.
Another research work was focused on the determination not only of parabens but also of organic acids in food by CE with laser induced fluorescence detection [209] . For that purpose, cadmium telluride QDs were used as fluorescent background. After optimization of analysis conditions five preservatives, namely propylpareben, sodium dehydroacetate, sorbic acid, benzoic acid, and sodium propionate were analyzed in 8.5 min with %RSD values lower than 4%. Using that methodology, two beverages, cake and biscuit samples were further analyzed showing low %RSD values for preservatives (less than 5%).
Other additives present in a wide range of foods and used as food preservatives are nitrates and nitrites. These compounds in addition to conferring bacteriostasis also help to develop color of food. Zhan et al. developed an open-tubular (OT) CEC for the analysis of nitrites and nitrates in hams and sausages [210] . Authors highlighted the high stability of the OT-CEC system as well as the suitability of the method for its application in the analysis of trace nitrites and nitrates in food samples.
Pigments and colorants are chemical substances that can provide good-looking colors to food ingredients. Main reason to use pigments for foods is that there is a great influence of color of food in the flavor perceived. Pigments can be classified by their origin as natural or synthetic or by their composition as dyes or lakes. Among dyes and lakes, main difference is that lakes are composed of a dye mixed with precipitants and salts conferring higher stability to the formula. Recently, two aluminum-based lakes were evaluated through CZE [211] . The analytical methods developed for the analysis of both lakes were similar except for the voltage applied and the concentration of the BGE. As a result limits of detection of 0.26 and 0.27 mg/L were obtained for tartrazine lake and sunset yellow lake respectively highlighting the potential use of these methods for the analysis of color lakes in foods [211] . More recently a dispersive solid-phase microextraction was developed for the determination of four very common food colorants, carminic acid, tartrazine, sunset yellow, and brilliant blue [212] . Separation of all these colorants was achieved in less than 8 min. When the method was applied to juice beverages, effects of coexisting species such as citric, ascorbic, benzoic or malic acid among others, was studied and no interferences were found. In addition, authors highlighted the great sensitivity obtained using this method compared to the direct CZE analysis, being LOD 60-fold lower for the new method. Other colorants that have been widely used as food additives are Sudan dyes. Sudan dyes have demonstrated to present dangerous effects on human health being their use forbidden in the European Union. However, due to the global market, Sudan dyes have been detected in imported food revealing the importance of fast and sensitive analytical methods for their detection. In order to give respond to this issue, a MEKC-MS/MS method was developed for the detection of Sudan dyes I, II, III, and IV [213] . For that purpose, analytes were separated using a BGE composed of 40 mM ammonium bicarbonate, 25 mM SDS, and 32.5% ACN v/v. Since UV detection was not suitable for the determination of these dyes, parameters for MEKC coupling with MS in the positive ion mode were optimized. That strategy permitted the MS fragmentation of each dye contributing to their identification. Finally, the method was successfully validated in chilli powder samples.
In addition to the above-mentioned methods for determination of specific categories of preservatives in food, additional CE-based methods have been designed to detect different classes of preservatives at the same time. For instance, a group of 16 food additives, namely, ten colorants and six preservatives, could be effectively separated using a CE method developed by Long et al. 2012 [214] . Colorants including acid red 92, patent blue V, uranine, acid red 1, indigo carmine, black BN, ponceau 6R, quinoline, amaranth, lemon yellow colorants, and preservatives such as benzoic acid, sorbic acid, methyl paraben, ethyl paraben, propyl paraben, and butyl paraben were analyzed in beverages using as BGE 70 mM boric acid with 4% ACN at 30 kV and 220 nm as wavelength.
Food processing
Food processing is a crucial issue in food science since the chemical composition of food components can be modified during the different processing steps, they include, e.g. heating, roasting, storage, ripening, etc. The difficulty to evaluate these changes is high considering that there are many parameters that can contribute to the chemical changes of food compounds during processing, such as temperature, pH of the system, oxygen availability, the presence of metal ions as well as other compounds that can interact to each other [215] .
HMF (5-hydroxymethylfurfural) is an important marker of food processing and storage widely recognized as an important parameter of food freshness and quality. Its amount depends on the composition of a food product and on the thermal treatments to which the food is subjected. An innovative CE-MS/MS method was developed for the quantification of HMF in food products exploiting selected product ion monitoring as acquisition mode. The method was applied to the analysis of different kind of samples: cereal-based baby foods, coffee, soft beverages, and vinegars. In order to show the reliability of the proposed method, results were compared with those obtained by HPLC-UV, and a good accordance between the two sets of data was found [216] .
Membrane processing offers several advantages over conventional methods for separation, fractionation, and recovery of bioactive components from food by-products. In a recent work, CE was used to monitorize the isolation of natural lactose-derived oligosaccharides (OS) from caprine whey using membrane processing. The final use of the OS was the development of functional foods for clinical and infant nutrition. CE allowed to determine the most efficient process consisiting in the combination of a pretreatment to eliminate proteins and fat, using an ultrafiltration (UF) membrane of 25-kDa molecular weight cutoff (MWCO), followed by a tighter UF membrane with 1-kDa MWCO. Circa 90% of the carbohydrates recovered in the final retentate were OS [122] . Also CE was used to monitor whey demineralization, which is mandatory for further processing and food applications of this dairy byproduct. CE was applied to determine the main whey cations (K + , Na + , Ca 2+ , Mg 2+ ) and a lab-scale electrodialysis unit was used to remove these ions from ten model solutions of fresh or reconstituted whey with increased dry matter and sodium content. The results demonstrated that mineral salts could effectively be removed from whey with this procedure even if it was concentrated and highly salted [217] .
Determination of changes in the metabolic profile of avocado fruits (Persea americana) during ripening was carried out by using two CE-MS approaches (targeted and nontargeted). To do this, CE with two different MS detection conditions (multiple reaction monitoring and full scan) was applied to determine qualitative and quantitative changes in the metabolic profile of avocado fruits. The two MS approaches were used to quantify ten metabolites (phenolic acids, flavonoids, a carbohydrate, an organic acid, a vitamin, and a phytohormone) in 18 samples of avocado at different ripening states, and the achieved results were compared. Perseitol, quinic, chlorogenic, trans-cinnamic, pantothenic, and abscisic acids, as well as epicatechin and catechin decreased during the ripening process, whereas ferulic and p-coumaric acids showed the opposite trend. Moreover, some other unknown compounds whose concentration changed largely during ripening were also studied by MS/MS and quadrupole TOF-MS to get a tentative identification [218] .
Caramel color is one of the most usual additives used in beverages, desserts, and breads worldwide. However, during its fabrication process, 2-and 4-methylimidazole (MeI), highly carcinogenic compounds, are generated. A CE method was developed for the separation and determination of 2-and 4-MeI in caramel colors, overcoming the limitations of LCand GC-MS for the analysis of these compounds. Thus, the CE method allowed the determination of 2-and 4-MeI improving the analysis speed, decreasing the amount of organic solvent needed as well as the pretreatment steps [219] .
Chiral analysis of food compounds
The analysis of chiral compounds is finding interesting applications in food science. The detection of chiral compounds in food is needed to assess the factors that influence their origin, formation, biological function, safety, and function, since they can originally be found in foods, can be formed during food processing or can also be originated from microbiological sources. Since enantiomers have identical electrophoretic mobility, chiral complexing reagents (chiral selectors) are usually added to the separation buffer to form diastereomeric complexes in dynamic equilibra that allow their separation. Following this CE direct enantioseparation approach, cyclodextrins (CDs) are the most widely used chiral selectors [220] . Some reviews have been published during the period covered by this review, on chiral separations in food analysis by CE [220] .
The presence of free D-AAs in foodstuff may be an indication of microbial contamination, or adulteration, making these compounds good indicators of food quality and authenticity. Tezcan at al. developed a chiral MEKC-LIF method, using sodium dodecylbenzene sulphonate as surfactant and ␤-CD as chiral selector, for the determination of chiral AAs
L-Ala, L-Glu, and L-Asp) in fresh and commercial pomegranate juices [221] . L-Asn was also proposed as a marker for the adulteration of pomegranate juices with apple juices. However, a marker for the adulteration of pomegranate juice with grape juice, one of the most common adulterants of pomegranate juice, was not found. Analysis of ␣-hydroxy acids and their enantiomers by chiral ligand exchange CE (CLE-CE) was used to distinguish authentic and adulterated fruit juices (apple, grape, orange, pineapple, grapefruit). Enantiomers of D/L-malic, D/L-tartaric, and D/L-isocitric acids, and citric acid were detected by CLE-CE-UV using D-quinic acid as the selector ligand. Sun et al. developed also a CLE-CE method with Zn (II)-L-alanine as the chiral selector in the presence of ␤-CD for enantioseparation of dansylated-AAs [222] . CLE-CE-UV method was used to explore the inhibitory effect of kojic acid and soy sauce on the enzyme tyrosinase. Tyrosinase is a copper-containing enzyme that can cause enzymatic browning in raw fruits, vegetables, and beverages. Since L-Tyr is the specific substrate for tyrosinase, authors proposed the measurement of the activity of tyrosinase through the determination of L-Tyr concentration variation after being incubated with the enzyme. Thus, the inhibitory activity of kojic acid and soy sauce against tyrosinase was investigated through monitoring the concentration variation of Dns-L-Tyr and Dns-D-Tyr by CLE-CE-UV. Analysis of Dns-D/L-Tyr was achieved in 32 min. and the LOD was 15.52 M. Another chiral CE method was reported for the chiral separation of neotame [223] . Neotame is an artificial sweetener with two chiral centers in its structure, hence, it can form four diastereomers being its sweetness attributed to the presence of L,L-diastereomer. Chiral separation of neotame diastereomers (L,L and D,D) was accomplished by adding heptakis 2,3,6 tri-o-ethylbetacyclodextrin to the BGE. The developed method was applied to the analysis of different neotame-spiked fruit juices and drinks.
Microchip CE (MCE) technology in food analysis
MCE has continued demonstrating its potential for in situ analysis and fast multiparameter analysis. In the last years, novel developments and application of MCE have kept growing and several reviews have been published focusing on the application of this technology to the field of nutrition [224] , food analysis [225] , as well as to other specific food issues such as the analysis of transgenic food [11] . In addition, the use of multidimensional carbon allotropes as electrochemical detectors in MCE has been recently reviewed by Martín et al. [226] . As it has been discussed in the section devoted to DNA analysis, a growing number of applications of commercial instruments based on microfluidic CE have been reported in last years. In the present section, however, the attention will be focused on the technical advances in MCE, including new materials, designs, and detection systems. Achieving good sensitivity has been a major challenge in MCE due to the small sample volumes used in microchip devices. Since the beginning of this technology, LIF detection has been widely exploited owing to its easy focusing and inherent sensitivity. Recently, interesting developments have been published on the use of LIF detection in MCE. For instance, Barrios-Romero et al. [227] developed a SDS-gel electrophoresis method on SU8 microchips for the separation of three whey proteins (␣-lactalbumin, ␤-lactoglobulin, and BSA). Authors used a commercial coating to control the EOF and a low-viscosity solution of dextran as a sieving polymer. In that work, proteins were first derivatized with the fluorogenic reagent Chromeo P540, and then separated and detected by flurescence using a laser with emission at 532 nm. In a separate report, Wei et al. [228] used disposable cyclic olefin copolymer microchips and a low-cost LIF detector system for the detection of glyphosate and glufosinate herbicides. The method involved analyte derivatization and the use of a sieving buffer containing 10 mM borax and 2.0% m/v hydroxypropyl cellulose at pH 9.0. The method, tested in spiked water, soybean, and broccoli samples, showed good sensitivity and recovery values without any preconcentration involved, indicating its good applicability to real samples.
Electrochemical detection has also gained relevance in the last years, and different MCE systems have been implemented using amperometry and conductometry approaches. Among the main advantages of electrochemical systems are the easy to miniaturize without loss of performance, high compatibility with microfabrication techniques and good sensitivity. These advantages have been achieved with the microfabrication of a portable lab-on-a-chip device with C 4 D detection for on-site analysis of ten commonly found organic and inorganic acids in apple juice [229] . The microchip device allowed the quantification of anions that matched closely to what was stated on the beverage packaging. The RSD values for migration time and peak area were lower than 3 and 5%, respectively, showing an acceptable reproducibility. Contactless conductivity detection has been also integrated in a MCE device that allows sample extraction, injection, separation and detection to be automatically performed in sequence [230] . The system consisted of a glass microfluidic chip with a PDMS substrate embedded with an SPE monolithic column with MIP for analyte extraction. This novel microchip was successfully applied to analyze auramine O in shrimp. An excellent demonstration of the suitability of MCE technology for real-life applications has been provided by Castañeda et al. [231] . In their report, authors present a novel SU-8/pyrex-based microchip with integrated ED for evaluating the antioxidant capacity of polyphenolenriched herbal extracts. Using a running buffer containing 25 mM 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid at pH 5.0, total flavonoids, and total phenolic acids migrated into two separated peaks, respectively, allowing a class-selective electrochemical index determination of total indexes for each structure classes (flavonoids and acids). A simplified calibration protocol using hesperidin and chlorogenic acid was used to calculate total flavonoid and total acid contents in real samples. The proposed MCE approach provided results that were in agreement with those obtained by HPLC, but comparatively with shorter analysis time and avoiding the use of toxic solvents. Another interesting application by García and Escarpa [232] was the AD monossacharides in honey samples using MCE and copper nanowires. This approach presented reduced analysis times (4 min) and LODs that were between 5 and 22 times lower than other approaches opening new perspectives for emerging applications of this technology in food analysis. In addition to the good potential offered by fluorescence and electrochemical detection for MCE coupling, other alternatives have been explored in the food analysis field. For instance, ICP-MS has been coupled to a MCE device for the determination of bromate and bromide in bread samples [233] . This bromide speciation method operated with separations conditions for FASI technique providing analysis in 35 s with enrichment factors higher than 12.
Foodomics and other future trends of CE in food analysis
Foodomics involves the development, use and integration of omics approaches (mainly, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics) to investigate food science and nutrition aiming to improve consumer's well-being, health, and knowledge (see Fig. 5 ). Foodomics applies these advanced tools to boost food science investigations, including those related to speed up the resolution of food safety issues, to improve food quality and food traceability and, to understand the bioactivity of food and food ingredients in our body at molecular level. In this context, the important role that CE-and CE-MS-based methods can play in Foodomics has already been identified [234] [235] [236] [237] [238] . Besides the review papers on Foodomics that have come out in the period covered by this work and described in Table 1 , several book chapters have been also devoted to discuss this topic [239] [240] [241] [242] . The use of CE-MS for metabolomics has corroborated the great possibilities of this technique in Foodomics [243] . Thus, the optimization of an effective CE-MS protocol for cell metabolomics was demonstrated by our group [244] . The feasibility of the whole method for cell metabolomics was proved via a fast and sensitive profiling of the intracellular metabolites of HT-29 colon cancer cells. The suitability of this methodology was further corroborated through the examination of the metabolic changes in the polyamines pathway produced in HT-29 colon cancer cells by difluoromethylornithine (DFMO), a known potent ornithine decarboxylase inhibitor. The selection of the optimum extraction conditions allowed a higher sample volume injection that led to an increase in CE-MS sensitivity. Following a nontargeted metabolomics approach, ten metabolites (namely, putrescine, ornithine, GABA, oxidized, and reduced glutathione, 5'-deoxy-5'-(methylthio)adenosine, N-acetylputrescine, cysteinyl-glycine, spermidine, and an unknown compound) were found to be significantly altered by DFMO (p Ͻ 0.05) in HT-29 cells. In addition to the effect of DFMO on polyamine metabolism, minor modifications of other metabolic pathways (e.g. related to intracellular thiol redox state) were observed [244] . Following the pioneering works on the use of CE-MS for metabolomics of wild and transgenic maize and soybean [245] [246] [247] , more recently, seed metabolomic and ionomic diversity was investigated in a soybean lineage representing 35 years of breeding (launch years 1972-2008) . Six conventional and three GM glyphosate-tolerant lines were selected and investigated using several hyphenated techniques including CE-MS [248] . According to these authors, metabolomics successfully differentiated between the newer and older soybean. Correlation analysis also revealed associations between yield data and specific metabolites. However, their results did not show clear metabolic differences between the conventional and GM lines [248] , contrarily with what has already been observed by other authors for transgenice maize and soybean [246] [247] [248] .
Several of the Foodomics works recently published have involved the use of NMR [249] [250] [251] or other liquid techniques (e.g. UHPLC, nano-LC) hyphenated to HRMS [252] [253] [254] . Interestingly, several of the analytical steps necessary to carry out a metabolomic analysis are common among these hyphenated techniques, including the data treatment. In this regard, the development of new data analysis strategies is also mandatory. Thus, classical two dimensional representations of CE-MS, LC-MS, or GC-MS data (e.g. base peak electropherogram/chromatogram or total ion electropherogram/chromatogram), usually hide a large number of features that if correctly assessed will show the presence of comigrating species and/or the low abundant ones. The development of new peak picking algorithms able to detect and measure as many peaks as possible from a dataset allows extracting much more information. A good example of these new approaches is a new algorithm called centergram, which squeezes data from CE-MS (LC-MS or GC-MS) and allows detecting a number of peaks threefold higher compared to the standard procedures [255] .
In a recent Foodomics work from our group, the variations of genes and metabolites were simultaneously investigated and integrated in order to understand (and to explain at molecular level) the effect of CA and carnosol, two major compounds present in rosemary, against colon cancer HT-29 cells proliferation. The Foodomics study revealed that CA induced transcriptional activation of genes that encode detoxifying enzymes and altered the expression of genes linked to transport and biosynthesis of terpenoids in the colon cancer cell line. Functional analysis highlighted the activation of the reactive oxygen species metabolism and alteration of several genes involved in pathways describing oxidative degradation of relevant endogenous metabolites, providing new evidences about the transcriptional change induced by CA in HT-29 cells. Metabolomics analysis carried out using LC-MS and CE-MS, showed that the treatment with CA affected the intracellular levels of glutathione. Elevated levels of glutathione provided additional evidences to transcriptomic results regarding chemopreventive response of cells to CA treatment. Moreover, the Foodomics approach was useful to establish the links between decreased levels of N-acetylputrescine and its degradation pathway at the gene level. The findings from this work and the predictions based on microarray data will help exploring novel metabolic processes and potential signaling pathways to further elucidate de effect of CA in colon cancer cells [256] .
The works presented in this review demonstrate the relevant role of CE in food analysis and Foodomics over the last two years. It is expected that the number of new CE developments applicable to food analysis will keep growing to overcome the still existing limitations of this technique, mainly, its limited sensitivity and low reproducibility. On the other hand, the limitations generated by the current bioinformatic tools, the lack of information in the databases (e.g. on the identity of many metabolites), our poor knowledge on many molecular processes taking place in cells, or the difficulty to combine the huge data generated by transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics approaches (e.g. via systems biology) are still critical issues for Foodomics as well as for any holistic approach that encompass the integration of big data from several levels of expression. In spite of these limitations, the global outlook that Foodomics proposes is a good response to solve many of the complex issues and challenges in current and future food science.
As a proof of its usefulness, since the first definition of Foodomics in 2009 in a SCI journal, the use of omic approaches in food science and nutrition has quantitatively evolved and grown as can be easily checked in any database or search-engine. The Foodomics concept has also become more and more popular, because it is the ideal frame and distinctive stamp of any work in which an omic approach is used to investigate safety, quality, traceability, or bioactivity of food.
